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OVERVIEW

When in danger, When in doubt
Run in Circles
Yell and Shout

. The issues of bias in tests and bias in assessment have provoked high

frequency behaviors of the type suggested in this anonymobs quote.
4

Much'

heat has been generated through the yelling and shouting, but relatively

little light. Illumination of improved practices in psychology andedu-

cation, especially procedures which would expand opportunities and improve

competencies for children, has been conspicuously absent in most of the

disssios.

Perhaps the main diff,eCulty stems .from a fo'Cus on the wrong problems

and the wrong questions in the discussions of nonbiased assessment. The

major concern' has been with the assessment of minorities, particularly

questions related to whether ,specific tests are biased or unfair when used

with Black, Latino,.or Native American children. The issues related' to

assessment of children from minority backgrounds are legitimate and important.

However, a more important issueis insuring educational experiences which

maximize competencies and opportunities. The major problem then in non-
.

biased Assessment is insuring usefulness and fairness of assessment and

interventions for all persons. The focus on usefulness sand fairness of

both assessment and interventions , provides a broader perspective on the

problem of nonbiased assessment, and directs our attention beyond the

typical and narrow questions of whethet,this item or that item, this tggt

or that testis biased and unfair. Consideration of outcomes of assessment

4
4
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can improveifthe assessment practices used with all children as well as

reduce the alleged bias in current assessment practices used with minority

children.

The purposes of this paper are to discuss the various problems related

to. the current concerns with nonbiased assessment. NOnbiased assessment

is not simply a- bate within academic settings. Legislation has been

enacted,4ipdicial inquiry has occurred and continues, and various directives

from federal and state agencies have resulted. The issues which led to

these events are discussed and implicit assumptions clarified. Most

important, specific recommendations are made which reflects an attempt to

provide a guide to school psychologists for our 'efforts to insure quality

'in assessment for all children including nonbiased assessment with minority

persons.

Concernsabout bias in assessment did not originate in school psychol-

ogy, and can perhaps best be understood within the context of the historic

process of removing vestLges of race, class, and ethnic discrimination.

Similar issues, of bias n assessment that will be discussed within the

context of school psycholo are present in the broader contexts of public

education, employment settings, and professional school selection. Indeed,

dr-
recent events such as resolutions suggesting the outright elimination of

all standardized tests (Rudman, l5,77) and the Bakke court case (Bakke vs
A

California) demonstrate the widespread contemporary concerns over bias and

usefulness. Furthermore, concerns over bias in tests are not a recent

phenomenon. Issues similarlto those deb'ated today were the topic of heated

discussions'in the 1920s, dig'cussions which like those today, appeared

in both the professional and popular literature (Block and Dworkin, 1976).

r
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Perhalf the most important issue, often ignored in current and previous

.
-

debates on'bias in tests, i$ the net effect of standardized tests in the

Process of eliminating discrimination and expanding opportunities. There

was a close parallel in the 1920s to the current discussions Of the fiesed-

itary potential for intellectual development of specific racial or 4thnio

groups. Only in the 1920s, the primary'concern was over the "innate

abilities" of southern and eastern Europeans and persons of Jewish ancestry

,(Kamin, 1974). Tests were also'used to document the hereditary inferiority

of these groups. However, it is highly likely that the samejnds.of tests,

used earlier as proof of inferiority, served as instruments of social

mobility for many individuals of Jewish'and eastern or southern European

ancestry. The net effect of standardized tests on eliminating discrimination

against various groups has probably been positive for many groups, and more

importantly, suggests a different set of criteria for us to consider in
.

current discussions of test bias. The most important criteria in judging

the effects of standardized tests are usefulness and fairness, especially

in terms of outcomes for individuals. The debate over alleged bias in this .

tebt or that test probably cannot be resolved. More importantly, whether or
7

not cultural bias exists in the test may be largely irrelevant to the more

important question of insuring more effective educational outcomes and

expanded opportunities for child;en.

Although the concerns about bias in tests are not new, and diti not arise

only within school psychology, school psychology and intelligence tests have

been among the most active area's for expressions of. concern. Perhaps the

most dramatic expressions of concern have occurred in the forni of litigation

over the.past ten years. The litigation bearing upon bias in tests was

concerned with special education placement, principally the placement of

n



minorltyJ group students in classes for the mildly retarded. The court

tlecsisions, more accurately consent decrees, have had a significant impact

on recent legislation and the practice of school psychology.

1

SPECIAL EDUCATION LITIGATION

TWO/ types of court cases have been extremely influential upon regent

event,sin special education. One type of caseWas initiated by parents of

4andtchOped children', usually moderately or severely retarded, against

,

- public Schools: Parents contended that constitutional guarantees existed

to ptotect children from discrimination solely because ofhandicapping

%
!

V-
/

.

conditii,ns. The fact that many school districts did not admit children with

more gle ere handicaps was discriminatory according to the parents. In a *

IlandmeiiK d cision (PARC, 1971) a Pennsylvania federal district court upheld

1 the c4nlien ions of parents and ordered the state to provide free and appro-,
. 1

t

. 1 ' 4 !
priatV led iational services for handicapped children.

1

The cond type of case was concerned with theoverrepresentation of

tudents in,special education programs for the mildly retarded. A

tasds have been before the courts on the placement issue. The

of these cases was to raise serious questions about traditional
, .

, ,

practices,f institute a variety of protections for parents and
1 .

and establish guidelines'for assessment of minority students. The

wino

numb

as se

- stud

effe

Hob

dir: qti

lis ed

d implications of'thesecases Ore sufficiently far reaching to

iser expination.

on-vs Hansen.'. The Hobson vs Hansen case (1967), although not

elated to special education placement, considered issues and estab-

recedent which appeared in subsequent cases. Hobson was the first

10
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c se in which the courts considered technical issues related directly to

psychological testing. The basic issue was the constitutionality of the

tracking system used in the Washington, D.C. public schools. A group ability

test (the OtisLennon) was one of the bases for constituting a five level,'

ability tracking system. Although the test was not the only source of

information used to,AsSigri students to an ability level, it was apparently

the most identifiable component at least in the deliberations of the court.

The test per se was not ruled unconstitutional, but rather the use of the

test, on the basis of evidence that Black students were overrepresented in

lower tracks and underrepresented at higher (gifted) levels. The court

reasoned that since the outcome of the test was discriminatory, the test

itself was biased or unfair to Black students.

In retrospect, it is obvious that the reasoning of the court in the

Hobson vs Hansen case was clearly relevant to'issues in special education

classification where poor and minority studentS were Also overrepresented.

The overrepresentation of minorities in classes for the mildly retarded was

certainly well known in the 1960s, but was regarded widely in the literature

and in university classes as the "natural" outcome of "cultural-familial"

factors. School-psychologists, the author included, should probably have

recognized the obvious pM-allels of this case to spdci'al education ptactices,

and undertaken appropriate correc.tive action or collected data to defend

overrepresentation. In point of fact most of us expressed curiosity over

the decision and ignered the implications.

Diana vs State'of California (971). The Diana case was the first court

action related directly to overrepresentation ofminorities in special educe

tion. Diana was a/Crasi action suit, filed on behalf of nine bilingual
,

children in Mopferey County, California who were paced in special education

1
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classes for the mildly retarded. The plaintiffs contended that inappro-
,-.

priate intelligence .tests were used to certify eligibility for the programs.

The tests were regarded as inappropriate due to emphases on verbal facility----",._.

and middle class values and symbols. Further the tests were administered

in English although the children enrolled in the classes were from homes in

which Spianish was the primary language (arid possibly'the irimary language

of the children). The plaintiffs also contended that throu h the use,of the

tests the children were denied the Fourteenth Amendment rights to equal

protection of the laws, specifically the right to equal educational oppor-

tunities. Implicit in this contention was the assumption of ineffectiveness
N

of the special education program andvhe deleterious effects of the label

educable m-entally retarded. The crucial, and apparently most persuasive,

evidence was the percentages of Spanish surnamed children.in the district in .

comparison to the percentage of Spanish surnamed children enrolled in special

educaton classes for the mildly retarded. In Monterey County, Spanish ,.

surnamed students constituted 18.5% of the total 'School enrollment, but
NI

one -third of the enrollment in classes for the mildly retarded was Spanish

surnamed.

The suit was settled out of court throughnegliations between the

4
plaintiffs and representatives of the school district and the Cali-fornia

State Department of Education. A consent decree was then issued by the court

which had far reaching effects upon assessment procedures in California and

implications for assessment elsewhere. It might be noted that a consent

decree does not have quite the same legal status as a judicial opinion. The

*4.

formkr apparently doea not establish a case law precedent that is applidable

to situations beyond those cited in the consent decree.



The consent decree in Diana sequirdd the following:

1) Assessment-of primary language' competence prior to
administration of other assessment procedures.. If
the child's primary language competence vas d
to be Spanish, subsequent assessment proced
be-administered in Spariish:

.2) Unfair portions of current tests such as owledge of ,

English word meanings were to be .deleted and ireater,
emphasis was to be placed on the results of nonverbal
or' performance measureq% 4

3) All bilingual children enrolled currently in special
classes for the mildly retarded were to be reevaluated
within a short time period using procedures consistent
with points 1 and 2 above.

4) School districts and the State apartment were re-
quired to develop services to as ist those children

.who were.returned from special education to iegular
classes as a result of the reevaluations (See Yoshida,
MacMillan, and Meyers, 1976 for a.description ot 'the
services and an evaluation of the effects 9,f.
"decertification.").

5) The California State Depar tment was required to develop,
and standardize a more appropriate test for Latino.
youth. (Author's note: Apparently this project was
never initiated.)

6) Finally, the consent decree included a-rather strongly
worded warnin to districts that disproportionate 4

numbers of any ethnic or racial group placed in
4

special education programs must be explained and
justified,

A

Two direct and immediate outcomes of the Diana case can be identified.

First the court decision resulted in the immediate retun of several thousand

Spanish. surnamed children to regular classrooms. Although the transition

services mandated by the Courts for these children were apparently haphazard,

411,
the social and academic adjustment of many of the students was fairly

positive (Yoshida, MacMillan, and Meyers, 1976). The fact that many Spanish

durnamed. students, previously classified as Educable Mentally Retarded, werepof

'successful" in regular classroom 'progitms 'raises a number of interesting
:



question

'become

/ English,

8

the original diagno1es accuratq,? Did thb children simifly

An: icrzed" with increasing age, develop more com etence with

therpby adjust -successfully to the regular clgs
,

ooms where

they apparently had,failed at an earlier age?' pid the spec al.class ,program

assist many-Children in overcoming adjustment or academic .Fieficiencies which

led.tp the original, referral? Answers to these questions are not available.

However these data, at a very minimum, illustrate the need for'periodic and

thorough review of placement decisions, and perhaps demonstrate the wisdom
441114

-

of routinely returning special class students to regular classrooms on a

trial basis (Hewett and Forness, 1974).

The second direct outcome of the Diana case was an Lice of Civil

Rights (OCR) Memorandum issued in 19 2,(Oakland, 1977) which specified certain

procedures to guide the assessment o minority students. This memorandum was

particularly concerned with the,possible relationship of overrepresentation

of minority students in special education to the broader issue of segregation

in the public schools. A copy of this and other memoranda from OCR are included

in Oakland (1977).

, Guadalupe vs Tempe Elementary District (1972). The Guadalupe case was

nearly identical to the Diana case in terms of issues (overrepresentation)

and method of resolution (consent decree). Guadalupe is important to this

discussion in that the consent decree went even further in specifying assess-

ment procedures. In addition to the same requirements concerning-assessment

included in Diana, Guadalupe required the following: (see Appendix *'for a

copy of the consent decree). .

1), No child shall be placed in programs for the mildly
retarded unless the intelligence test score is two or
more standard deviation below the mean. Note - the
Arizona educational definition of mental retardation
at that time was IQ of less than 75 and the AAMD
criterion prior to 1973 was one standard deviation
or more below the mean.

4,41
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2) Intelligence test results shall not be the exclusive
or the primary'basis for classifying children,as'
mentally retarded. Note This same statement has
appeared frequently in legislation and -"rules and

"regulations over the,past five years.

3) If the child's primary language competence was
determined to be in some language other than English,
:classification decisions were to be based upon. non-
verbal or performance types,of measures.

4) Assessment of adaptive behavicir through, but not , -

limited to, an interview with the parents or guardian
in the child's home. '

The Guadalupe case also required several other procedures which were
p..

later incorporated in federal legislation such as informed consent. for

evaluation and placement, due process, integration of programs for handicapped

and normal students, awl-accountability of school districts in terms of data

on "prior effectiveness of special education programs." (Guadalupe Court

Decision, p.4*)
ti

Larry P. vs Riles (1972, 1974, and pending). The Larry P. case is also

a class action suit related to the basic issue of overrepresentation of

minority students in programs for the mildly retarded.' Larry P. was filed

on behalf of seven Black children (and all others like them) placed in

programs for the mildly retarded. the Lase Was filed originally in November,

1971; an injunction was issued by the,lederal District Court for Northern

California in June, 1972; an expanded injunction was issued in nq, and

the case is currently (finally) before the court.

The preliminary injunction in Larry P.. restrained the,San Francisco

Schdol District from

"placing black students in classes for the educable
mentally retarded on the basis of criteria which
place primary reliance on the results of IQ tests ,

as they are currently administered, if (emphasis
added) the consequence of use of such criteria is
racial imbalance inthe composition of, such classes"
(Larry P. vs Riles Court Injunction, 1972).

f%
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In 1974
1

the plaintiffs requested t,he court to expand the original

injunction to include all, school districts in the.Stafe of California. The

injunction was expanded in 1974 which prompted the California State Board

of'Education to forbid the use of individual intelligence test's for all'

students,in California schools ,IF -the outcome of such tests was a classifi-,

cation decision of mental retardation (News Release, California State Board
t**

of Education, January-15, 1975). Intelligence tests have not been banned

generally by the courts in California as is commonly believed, and use of

intelligence tests in California is still permissable as long as a decision

of mental retardation is not
//

der consideration.

The Bay Area Association of Black Psychologists was instrumental in

developing and pressing the case against the San Francisco School District

and the State of California. The defense in the case has been assumed by

the Atto y General's Office in California with the assistance of the State

Departme t of Education, Both sides,have or are. presenting massive amounts of

evidence in terms of doLments or tegtimonN from expert witnesses from around

thecountry. The Larry P. case is potentially much more far, reaching than

any of the previous court sults. The case was filed on the basis of consti-

tutional law in a federal district court, and the case will apparently be

decided byudicial opinion gather than a consent decree negotiated out of

court. , Finally, both sides in the Le are reportedly committed to appeal

of the, deCision, possibly to the Supreme Court. Although the Larry P. case

(

may seem, remote and irrelevant to scliool psychologists outside of California, s

the Larry P. decision ma' haVe a decisive influence on the nature of assess-

ment throughout the country.

The basic issues in Larry P. include the same concerns addressed in

Guadalupe and Diana with certain-crucial addition's. In both Diana and

IC
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Guadalupe the plaintiffs requested revision and reform of current. assessment

practices. In Larry. P. the plaintiffs have requested elimination of all

standardized tests including, of course, individual intelligence tests.

The plaintiffs have argued that the resolution of previous cases such as

Diana did not go far enough. To-substantiate this assertion the plaintiffs

cited data it 1974 which indicated large overrepresentation of ethnic or_

racial minorities in special education programs in California despite the
k

Diana decision. In both 1972 and 1974 when itjunctions were issued by the

court, the plaintiffs argued that Black children were overrepresented in pro-

*
grams because of in4erent biases in the tests. Further, the plaintiffs

dig
contended the programs were ineffectives the labels, attached to children were

stigmatizing and humiliating, and the overrepresentation constituted an

abridgment of the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal protection. Although

a number of issues In addition to cultural bias in tests were implicit in the

coptentions of the plaintiffs, the cou4 focused on the issue of test bias

in both of the preliminary injunctions. Apparently, other issues such. as

effectiveness'of programs, alleged labeling effects, preplacement adjustment
, (

of students in programs and alternative assessment procedures are nog being

considered in the evidence presented by the plaintiffs and defense (Personal

Communications, Jane Mercer, Richard Russo, and Jerome Settler, November-
\

December, 7977). However, the problem of test bias remains a very important,

perhaps crucial issue in Larry P. 4

Summary on Litigation. The litigation in special educa'tion has clearly

been a crucial influence on state and fed 1 legislation, and on professional

practices in .school psychology. Th( PARC decision along with other similar

cases (Mills, etc.) was the primary impetus for the enactment offirt"Ldatory,

special education legislation by the states and the federal Education for All

' a
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Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (PL 94-142).. On. one hand the litigation

has led to a dramatic expansion of special education services. On-the other

hand litigation has raised serious doubts about the effectiveness and fairness

of conventional special. education procedures. All.of the basic. pKovisions

of PL 94-142 appeared earlier in one form or another in litigation., Although°t

other factors were certainly important in influencing the nature and enactment.
"1K-

0 4

of 94-142, litigation must be recognized as one of the most important factors.

It is also important.to,understand the judicial mechanism as g. ans of
A' 4

resolving farofessional or Scientific issues. The fundamental purpo s of

The courts are scamewhat different from the aims of science or professions..

The legal system is primarily concerned with justice where science is con-

cerned primarily with truth. The issues addressed by the courts in the especial

education placement litigation are, at best ambiguous. hese issues, e.g.
tir

labeling effects, bias in tests and effectiveness of special education pro-

.

a are all sources ofiintense debate within the scientific and professional

communities. None of these issues can be resolved "beyond the shadow .of

doubt" with the currently available empirical evidence. All of the issues
004

mentioned above, however,,,are related to rights and opportunities, of persons

whiCh are of course:legitimate areas of judicial inquiry. The problem is

that the courts, usually reluctantly, must ultimately resolve the issues on

the basis of very ambiguous,sometimes technical idence. The courts,

probably reluctantly, resolve the disputes in "absolute" language such-as

"shall", or "must" when in fact the evidence is at best at the level of "might"

or "should".
?

One very important feature of the litigation to date, especially Larry P.,

is the question of burden of proof. In the Larry P. case the court shifted

the burden of proof to the defendents on the basis of the evidence on over-
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qpresentation. The court viewed the fact of overrepresentation as "inherently.

S.

13

susRicipus" from the brbader context .of the legality of segregation. The

burden of proof is crucial in that
4

it is probably impossible to prove or

disprove unequivocally whether or not standardized tests are biased on the

basis of the available evidence. The faqt that the defendants have been

respOnsib/e for proving their case has been a distinct disadvantage. However,

as will be discussed in'the next section, many other issues are implicit in

the special education litigation on placement. These issues are probably, more

important in terms of the rights and opporj7aties of children than,the narrow

issue of'test bias.

UNDERLYING4SSUES IN COURT CASES

number of unresolved issues and implicit assumptions are apparent from

close examination of the previous and current litigation over special edu-

cation pla ement. These issues involve fundamental questions about the nature

of intelligence, the direct and indirect effects of classification and edu-

cational services for the mildly retarded, and the outcomes of intelligence

tests for culturally different personi. The court decisions have appeared

to ignore many of these issues. Understanding theSe issues is.crUcial to the

developme'nt of fairer and more effective assessment ocedures alhd ^educatiopal
, 4.

interventions.

Nature vs Nurture. The nature vs nurture debate over intellectual

differendes is an old controversy which even precedes the development of IQ

/

tests (Galton, 1892). The issue far from new the general outline of the

*

.debate has not changed, and the issue is no closer to resolUtion now than it

was in the 1800s. However, the. debate over the past ten years has been
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intensified for a variety of reasons. Arthurjensen's (1969) highly contro-

f"

vergial evaluation of and explanation for the disappointing effects of Head

Start is a trpcial component of the current attacks on intelligence tests\

.
Jensen has published' on the alleged g ,enetic inferiority of Blacks.'

Although Jensen's conclusions are usually stated in, the tentative and conditional

style,favored and required by the scholarly zilmmunity, the contlus ns of

'several other "scholars" have been nothing shoft of inflammatory. For

example, the following statement which appeared a few years ago in a highly'

regarded academic journal was based largely on Jensen's conclusions.

"Nature has color coded groups of individuals so that
statistically reliable predictions of their adaptability
to intellectually rewarding and ffective lives can
easily be made and profitably be used by the pragmatic
man in the street." (Schockley, 1971, p. 377) '-(emptiasis
added)

The statement ig outrageous and'untrue. Th4refore,it is not hard to under-

stand the sense of outrage particAllavly among B1'acks 'that arises from this

and similar statements. In view of such statements, I am periodically in-

clined toward eliminating all standardized tests, or for that matter, any

' other meas6re which is citedto justify'racist ideology.
oft

A complete review of all of he data on'the nature:nurture issue is far
,

beyondthe scope of this paper (See Brody'And Brod'', 1976; Loehli Lindzey,

and Spuhler, 1975; and Samuda, 1975). Two points must be emphasized. First, .

41

elimination of standardized tests would not settle the nature-nurture contro-

versy, and would, in all likelitvod,reduce,the chances of overcoming existing V

harpiers to the
4
full participation of all Persons in the economic and social

order. Secondly, the profe sional personnel responsible for using the tests.,

have an ethical and moral obl gatiqn ,o,insure that test results, are'inter7

4
prete0 accurately and test use leads to expanded, not diminished, opportu ties

and competencies for children.

20 ,
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Meaning of-IQ Telt Results. Perhaps the most immediate challenge for

professional personnel who use standardized tests is to once again attempt.

c to clarify the meaning of IQ est' results. Alfred Billet was the first to warn
.

,

.

of ,,the misuse and misunderstanding of the meaning of IQ test results. -Others

have issued similar warnings over the past seventy years. Certain myths

about IQ are all too prevalent for us to ignore. Many consumers continue to

believe that IQ is fixed, unitaryh, and predetermined. Much testimony in the

court cases including Larry P. (APA Monitor, 1977) was directed at disproving

those myths. This ,testimony has a "Straw'man" qUality. It is not hard to

substantiate charges which confirm the obvious. Unfortunately, we have not

done enough to eliminate the misconceptions about IQ. I have suggested that

we migpt develop kind of a "Suegeon General's Warning" about IQ which might

be printed. on every test protocol, every test report, and placed in every

file where IQ test results are included. The following statement. is"not

perfect, and could be improved with the help of other persons.

"IQ tests measure only a portion of the competencies
involved with human intelligence. The -IQ results

are best seen as Predicting performance in school,
and reflecting the degree to which children have
mastered middle class cultural symbols and values.
This is useful information, but it.is also limited.
Further- cautions IQ tests do not measure innate -
genetic capacity and the scores are not fixed. Some

-persons do exhibit significant increases or decreases
in their measured IQ."

Unfortunately, one of the issues in the litigation has been whether'or

not measured intelligence is unitary, fixed, and predetermined. ffhe testimony

which once again proves these assertions to be mythsmay by important to the

resolution of the Larry P. case.

' Labeling Effects: Meaning of Mild Mental Retardation. A closely related

set of implicit assumptions in the court'cases involves the meaning of mild

mental,retardation, labeling effects, and efficscyof special classes forfthe

0 1
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mildly retarded. The courts have apparently been convinced that,thelabell

Educable Mentally Retarded is humiliAting, stigmatizing:and solely responsible

for a negativeself-fulfilling prophecy. Further, the courts have examined

the term mental retardation, and apparently have understood it to imply

4

ermanent, global iqompetence with a biological etiology (ALA Monitor, 1977).
!",f

The availablelfactua; evidende related ,to both of these assumptions 'reveals
44. ,

a quite differenfitat of affairs.

4

The alleged effect of labels haje dominated much of the discussion of
,

the outcomes of special education programs over the west-ten years. Four

basic questions seem to be especially important in this discussion.oFirst,

do labels create expectancies' The evidence generally confirms this assertion,

however, the outcomes of these Studies may be an artifact of the methodology

used. In studies where suble,cts (college students or teachers) are given only ,

the label and/or no or only brief exposure to the child beaiThrthe label, a

rather large expectancy effect is typically reported (e.g., Foster and

Ysseldyke, 1976). The studies essential ?y involve telling the subject that

Johnny is retarded, then asking 4,0.0jects to rate Johnny's likely or

briefly observed performance on an academic task. In,othr studies using the

same basic methodology:, but providing Imengthy exposure to the "labeled IhIld",

the expectancy effect is not observed or diminishes over time (Yoshida and
, 4,..t

1.1eyei's, 197i or Lamprept, 1977). Do labels create expectancies? The evidence
... .

/

.

is contradictory froe'experimental studils, and few studies have been con-

ducted in natural situations.
b

The relationship of expectancies to a self- fulfilling prOphec .(Rosenthal

and Jacobson, 1968) i.e., .the child er6rms Orkedly better ors poorer due

to expectancies of'significant Others; is even-less elear. This basic idea

of the self-fol. illing prophecy ins widely cited as fact, and appar9.ely is

0E1
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consistent with certain philosophical of political orientations. However,

t. 41%,

the datesimply do not support'the'assertion (MacMillan, Jones, Aloia,-1974;

Humphreys and Stubbs, 1977).

A related, and usually unexamined, issue In the litigation is the kinds of

of informal labels used in the public schools and the "prelabeling" experiences

of chij,dren classified as mildly retarded in the schools. From reading the

testimony in these cases one is perhaps 1ed to believe that no one ever say

those children as academic or behavioral problems prior tq, being 14eied by
J

a psychologist. The erronftous impression that school psychologists and IQ

tests were the first and most important stepj assifying school children

as mildly retarded has been refuted (Meyers, Sundstrom, and Yoshida, 1974),

but this misconception is prominent in the litigation:' The ?act is that teacher

referral is the most important step in the process whereby children are clasi-

fied as mildly retarded. ,Many children referred as suspected cases of mild

retardation are not diagnosed as such by psychologits (Ashurst and Meyers,

1973), and many children who,ould fail the IQ criterion are never referred

(Mercer, 1973). The behaviors which lead to referral are as important if not

more important than the IQ tests per se. The courts have generally ignored

these factors.

Evidence,on the final questions of the meaning of the diagnosis of mild

mental retardation and the reactions of persons so labeled is much clearer.

Most persons misinterpfet the meanin yeld retardation. Mild rdtardation

according to the 1961 and 1973 American Association on Mental Deficiency

(AAMD) Manual on Terminology and Classification refers to_, the current behavior

of the person (i.e., is not permanent), is developmental in nature (i.e.,

different criteria are usecrin assessment at different ages), and the etiology

is n ot specified, (i.e., may or may not be associated with biological

C-`
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,p ). In fact, the AAMD system has implicitly suggested environmental

(- i

f such as .cultural-familial or sociocultural as the primary causes of

it

mpo kant to the court deliberations, is the well known fact that'the vast

majo
t

ity of the mildly retarded are deficient only in a fairly narrow range

,
tor ompetencies (those associated with formal education), and most becomeI

! se -supporting and independent du4s (Bailer, Charles, and Miller, 1967).

gtardation. The' association of these factors with the effects of

y has been recognized foe a long time, and continues to be the source

hfspeculation'and research (Haywood, 1970; Heber, et al., 1972). Most

1

widespread misconceptions about the meaning of mild retardation suggest

e need for a revision in the classifigation system as well as a concerted

ffort to clarify,.the meaning of the term mild mental retardation.

'Datil on the reactions of persons who have been or who are classified as

mildly retarded are much clearer. Persons who bear this label regard it as

stigmatizing, humiliating, inaccurate, and unfair (MacMillan et al., 1974;

Edgerton, 1967). The persons who bear the label have the same misconceptions

about the meaning of.mild retardation cited earlier, i.e., comprehensive,

permanent incompetence of a biological, origin. The personsM.ied as mildly

retarded often cite their presen't level of adjustment as irrefutable evidence

of the inappropriateness of the label. The problem contilues to be the

misconception about the meaning of the classification, anissue which will

be ditcussed again in a later section.

Effectiveness o,f Special Education Interventions. Perhaps the most

important allegation by plaintiffs, implicitly accepted by the courts, was the

presumed ineffectiveness of special classes for the mildly retarded. The

effecti)eness of these programs has of course been questioned (Dunn, 1968) and.

debated (Kolstoe, 1976). The defendadts in the cases (States and local

)
00.0
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districts) have not to date attempted to defend the efficacy of the edu-

cational programs in benefiting the children classified as mildly retarded

(the defense in Larry P. has not yet been presented). Testimdny from

parents and others has focused on the, ineffectiveness of the programs. Since,

the defendents have not even attempted to rebut this testimony, the courts

have assumed the programs were inferior to regular classrooms. The court

decisitins have focused on IQ tests and the overrepresentation of minority -

children. HoweVer, if the educational programs were as ineffective as

described by the parents, then the programs as such were a denial of the

constitutional rights of any child regardless of racial or ethnic status:

Furthermore, the litigation may reflect "worst case situations (MacMillan,

1977). Special education programs for the mildly retarded generally, (and

the psychological services associated with these programs) may not have been

represented accurately by the situations brought to litigation. MacMillan

haS pointed to a wide variety of inappropriate services involved with the

Diana case (e.g. students in classes for the mildly retarded were used to

perform janitorial work, wash buses, and even dismissed from school to work

as farm laborers - these activities were apparently not part of a Work study

or career. education program). It is likely that the states and districts

did not defend their educational or psychological services because the services

Were indefensible! The degree to which these services are tycalbof most

states or districts is unknown.

Disproportionate Numbers Equated with Bias. Evidence on the over-

representation Of minority students in classes for the mildly retarded has

been a major componefit in all of the court decisions cited earlier and still

represents the major emphasis of the federal Office of Civil Rights. Over-
.,

representation of minorities has been regarded as inherently suspicious by
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A the courts, and has resulted in stafting the burden of proof from plaintiffs
. a

. .

to defendants in the Larry P. case.
/

., . .--' I y
Two facets of.th4lbverrepresentation data bear clpiper analysis. First,

the overrepresentation data aresometimesmisinterpre 0 and/or exaggerated

in attacks on theuses of intelligence tests with minorities. The percentages

can be very misleading if not understood properly. For'example, in the

Larry P. case Black students constituted 28.5% of the total district enroll-'

ment, but nearly'6 % of the enrollment in special education classes for the

mildly retar These data have sometimes been understood to mean that

two-thirds of all Black Stu is were diagnifed as mentally retarded through

the use of intelligence tests..- In fact, as Table 1 illustrates; a much

smaller percentage of Black students were actually diagnosed as mildly retarded.

Table 1

APPLICATION OF OVERREPRESENTATION DATA
TO A HYPOTHETICAL POPULATION OF STUDENTS

28.5% of the student enrollment is minority

66% of the enrollMent in programs fon the
mildly retarded is minority

2% of the total Student population is
enrolled Jr' special.education programs
for .the mildly retarded

Then apply these data toa hypothetical
population of 40,00Q students

28.5% or 11,400 students are Kinority

2% or 800 students are in programs for the
mildly retarded

66% or 52Afrminority students are in programs
for the mildly retarded..

528 1. 11,400 qr 4.6% of'the Minority students
are classified as mildly retarded

4
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The only assumption made in the illustration in Table 1 is the assumption

that 1% of the total student population is classified as mildly retarded.

The assumption of 27.,is an est4mate based upon actual special education

enrollment data from.a variety of sources. The actual enrollment for a

specify district maybe slightly higher or lower. The main.point is that

even with,the unusually large degree of overrepresentation involved with the

'Larry P. case, only a relatively small percentage of minority students were

.49

actually classified as mildly retarded. These data Certainly do not support
ti 4

the assertion that the primary function of IQ tests is toyiabel minority

students as "uneducabl,e and retarded."

Curiously, persons with other equally obvious demographic characteristics

arelto*overrepreseuted in special education programs. For example, the

)

ratio of males to females in-programs for children with mild retardation or.

learning disabilities is at least 2:1, and probably much higher. More important

to our present discu$sidn is the overrepresentation of children from ecoAom-

icallk poor homes in programs for the mildly, retarded. If we divided a

' student population into two groups simply'on the basis of median family income,

and then analyzed the income characteristics of students in programs for the

mildly retarded, I would wager that even greater disproportionality would

result. The fact is that very few children from middle and upper'class homes
.

obtain intelligence test scores within the mildly retarded range which of

course Is one of the criteria for the diagno s of Mild mental, retardation.

This relationship, i.e., the association of poverty with mild mentalretar-

dation along with'the income charactetistics of certain minority populations,

raises an intriguing question. Are minorities overrepresented in programs

for the tildly retarded because of minority status or because of socioeconomic

status?

r
4
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The purpose of the questions raised above is not simply to defend the

overrepresentation of minorities in special education. As mentioned earlier,

if the programs for the mildly retarded were (are?) as bad as alleged, then

placement in such programs is inappropriate for any child regardless of racial

4

or ethnic status. However, these questions may direct our attention to more

4 0

relevant issues, e.g., the usefulness and fairness of assessment procedure

3 generally, rather than the narrow preo,ccupation with test bias which unfor-

tunately has been the focus of the litigation. 4'

Summary. A number of assumptions were apparently made in the litigation

concerned with special education placement. These assumptions, although

largely unexamined in testimony, were apparently-crucial to the court

decisions. The criticisms of these assumptions contained in this paper

are not meant to justify what has been done, or what has been common practice

in the schools. These criticisms will hopefully assist us in focusing our

attention on the most important issues, issues related to improving the

usefulness and fairness of assessment data for all students. Nonetheless,

the court decisiOns have focused cebias in tests and have been a significant

influence on recent legislation.

LEGISLATION REQUIRING NONBIASED ASSESSMENT

Two recent Federal laws provide nearly identical guidelines for the

assessment and placement handicapped children. Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 973 (Rtt15s and Regulations, May "4, 1977)and PL 94-142,

The Education. for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, (Rules and Regulations,

1977) reflect the clear influence of the special education placement liti-

4.
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&Afton discussed earlier. Most pertinent to this paper is the following

requirement'from 94-142.

"Testing and evaluation materials and procedures
used for the purposes of evaluation and placement'
of handicapped children must be selected and
administered so as not to be racially or-culturally
discriminatory."

This requirement, commonly referred to as nonbiased assessment, is one
I

of the most important features of the legislation, but potentially; one of

the weakest since no clear definition and oily limited discussion of the

meaning of bias in assessment appeared in the rules and regulations. In

view of the differing interpretations and contradictory evidence on bias

in tests or assessment, the practical effects of the requirement are unpre-

dictable.

Perhaps in response to the potential confusion, the Bureau of Education

for.the Handicapped (BEH) awarded a large contract to the Coordinating Office

for Regional Resource Centers ( CORRC)` to explore the meaning pf bias in

assessment. The CORRC project has issued three reports on bias in assess-

ment. Volume II of this series entitled "With, Bias toward None" (Also

available as a book, Oakland, 1977) is the most substantive and pertinent of ,

the reports. The CORRC projects have not resulted in clearetated

definitions of bias or specific guidelines for eliminating bias in assess-

ment. This is not surprising in.view,Ritthe current 5tate,of the art. Both
-

the CORRC reports and the federal rules and regulations have apparently

concluded that although bias cannot be defined unequivocally, evaluation pro-

cedures are likely to be less 'biased if procedural safeguards are followed

4

and abroad variety of information is gathered and considered;

Copies of the requirements for evaluation and placement in the Federal

laws are provided in an appendix at the end of this Pape. The most important

0 0
,
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features of these guidelines are:

1) Procedural safeguards which provide foi informed'
consent'and due process are required.,

2) The assessment must'be conducted in child's native
language,if at all possible.

3) Tests and other evaluation devices are validated
for the specific purpose for which they are used,
and administered by trained personnel.

4) Classification and placement decisions are not
bas#d of a single source of information (such as
1Q) 'and areas of specific educational need are
identified in the evaluation process.

5) Inferences about aptitude or achievement are,not
made from evaluation procedures which reflect the
chilcr.s *paired sensory, manual, or speaking skills.
(Author's translation; inferences about the abilities
of a blind child cannot .be made on the basis of
responsea to a performance test).

.

6) Assessor 'must be conducted in a broad variety ofef
areas an plq,cement procedures shall draw upon
inforMation from aptitude and achievement tests,
teacher recommendations, physical conditions,
social or cultural:background, and adaptive
behavior. (emphasis-added). Further, infor-
mation from the above sources must be documented
and carefully considered... .

7) Decisions are made by a multidisciplinary team with
partiCipation of parentsi.

t 4

^8) Placement (*ions are selected according to the
principle of 'least restrictive alternative and an
individualized educational plan is developed:

9) :The 'educational program is reviewed annually and
a comprehensive reevalUation which meets the
requirements stated above is conducted at least
every three years,

It might'be noted that the nonbiased assessment requirement appears to

be concerned primarily with two populations of children. First, there is the

'obvious concern about the kind of assessment conducted with the culturally

different individual which has been the focua.of this p4per. Secondly, there

is concerw(see NO. 5 above) with the assessment of children with sensory,

3C
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"manual, or speaking impairments which has not been discussed here (see Gerken,

in press)* These legislative guidelines are nearly identical to consent

decrees issued, by the courts in the early 1970s (see Guadalupe consent decree

in the appendix). The guidelines are stated in general terms with few precise

or specific suggestions for practitioners. For example, consider the

question of-sociocultural background which, according to the legislation

must be considered, and the consideration documented, in making placement ,

decisions. There is no specification of how sociocultural backgroundbis to

be'assssed or how it might be taken into account by the multidisciplin4'6

team. These issues wftich are considered in a later section, will undoubtedly-

be the subject of much discussion and research in the future.

.

BIAS IN TESTS: DIFFERING COf'CEPTIONS AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS

There hive been many efforts to define bias in tests and assessment

(e.g., Novick and Peterson, 1976; Oakland and Matuszek, 1975; Hunter and

.

Schmidt, 1976; and Reschly, in press) but consensus on theoretical or research'

criteria and agreement on practical implications have not been achieved.

0 Analyset of=bias in specific tests have ranged from speculative judgments,_

about specific itemsSto sophisticated statistical examinations of test

esults and prediction systems. The conclusions of these efforts are largely

contradictory.* Analyses using subjective judgments of bias usually lead to

'identification Of many examples or sources of-bias in current tests. Analyses

of data from various groups usually result in conclusions of little or no

bias in current tests., Throughout discussions of test bias conclusions

ate confound by conf ion over or differing interpretations of the meaning

401
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of IQ test results, an issue discussed earlier. ',The major utlines of these

differing approaches will be reviewed in the following section.
(

Some agreement concerning the categories of bias that may exist in

assessment procedures appears to be emerging from this very complex literature.

The major elements of possible bias are increasingly organized around the
-it

concepts of content bias, atmosphere bias, and bias in use. Information on

each of these kinds of bias has appeared in the literature including some

research evidence.

Content Bias. Allegations of cultural-bias in the items used on

conventional tests has been and continues to be the most popular of the

criticisms of standanized tests. In fact examination of an item from a

.

current standardized test to support the allegation of bias.in all of the

items appears to be an increasingly,po)ular indoor sport: Examples of sub-

jective judgments of. item bias are numerous (e.g., APA Monitor, 1977; Dent,

1976; or Williams, 1971).' The implicit aasumption'is that all items on the

test are biased if one or a few of the items is apparently biased. If :the

test is presumed to be biased on the basis,of inappropriate items, then the

test results are presumed to be "inaccurate" and unfair. If the items are

biased, usually meaning that opportunity to learn the content of theitem

is not common to all environments, then the test results eertainly do not

reflect, anrcannotbe interpreted as evidence of "innate" intelligence..

However, as discussed previously,, the IQ test results are not direct measures

of in4bite ability for any group.

The distinction between cultural bias and cultural loading is important

to this discussion. The degree ofultural loading of an item, i.e., die
4

likelitiood.Of success on the item for persons with different backgrounds and,'

experiences, varies on a continuum. At one end of the continuum are items s*

32 .
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which could only be answered correctly by persons with highly specific

backgrounds. and experiences. An example might be an item which asks ,''Name

three presidents of Iowa State University over the Test century" (the present

author can name only two). The item is similar to those used on many

intelligence tests in teems of type ofthinking required. However, only a

very limited sample of persons would have an opportunity torbe exposed,to

this information and thereby answer the item correctly. The item reflects,

,a very high degree of cultural loading, and would be regarded by cost as

culturally biased. 'Some items on current standardized tests' requIrre similar .

kinds of thought and also vary in degree, of cultural loading. The degree

of cultural loading of an item, however, depends upon the dharacteristics

of the persons taking the test, not the item per se.

The "person specific" nature of item.bias has been illustrated well in

the development of "counterbalanced" or culturally specific intelligence

tests'(e.g., Dove, undated, or Williams,, 1975). These tests require highly

specific information which is usually possessed only by persons with particular

backgrounds or experiences. Knowledge of "What is a short dog", or "In

"C.C. Rider, what does "C.C." s4and for" or "What was a toot- suitor" is

#

common only to persons with,very specific experiences.

In.addition to subjective judgments, critics o.1 current tests also point

to the differences among various groups as evidence of item bias. The

differences in average performance among various groups are attributed to

item bias and/or atmosphereibias. The fact that certain groups of White

i<lo Saxon Protestants (e.g. lowdsocioeconomic status Appalachian Whites)

t,
also obtain lower scores on conventional tests is usually not mentioned by

the critics, and suggests the differences are" not simply due to the factors

of race or ethnicity.

1 kJ
4
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A solution attempted earlier, mentioned only occasionally in recent

years, was the development of culture free or'culture fair tests. Gene'rally,

nonverbal or performance tests have been.regarded as less culturally loaded,

although not all minority groups perform better on nonverbal or performance

tests. Nonverbal or performance tests are now generally recognized as

falling short of the goal of freedom from Cultural influences, aid attempts

to develop ture fair verbal tests (e.g.

recognized as failures. Current thinking

culture free or culture fair was probably

Davis and Eels, 1941) are/

S6ggests the original concept of

faulty (Anastasi, 1976) in view

of the usual purposes of tests, i.e., predict or evaluate performance within

a cultural context.

Relatively little empirical research on or critical examination of the

I

allegations of item bias have appeared in the literature. Subjective judg-

ments of item bias, however, aLe not necessarily consistent with empirical

data. The following item, "What is the thing to do if a boy (girl) much

smaller than, yourself starts to fight with you?" which appears on the

WISC-R Comprehensfn subtest,- has been criticized as biased against the

experiences of urban Black children where it is presumably more acceptable

to respond physicall'(incorrect answer) than verbally (correct answer).

In fact, this item is relatively, easier for Blacks than Whites. Empirical
6

examinations of item bias for different groups have been relatively rare,

but the minimal data that exist suggest caution in conclusions based only

on subjective judgment. Furthermore, some of the allegations of item bias

as well as the items from culturally specific tests reflect negative racial

or nic stereotypes. The criticism of the item above implies that urban

Black ch ldren are taught by parents and peeri that it is acceptable to-beat

up smaller and younger children. Cdoubt very much that such attitudes or
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behaviors are any more typical or acceptable among Blacks than Whites.

Another example is an item from the BITCH Test (Williams 1975). "What is

Mother's Day?" (Correct answer is the day the'Welfare checks arrive)

'suggests the incorrect stereotype that all Black children are from famil s

supported by welfare, and is of course, unfair to the millions of Black

children from intact families where the Sole source osf support is income

from jobs held by parents.

The evidence on item bias is simply inconclusive. Test items do vary

in amount of cultural loading. -Items on current tests are culturally loaded

to varying degrees as they must be if tests are to predict or evaluate

important behaviors that occur only within a cultural context. Subjective

judgments of item bias are not necessarily accurate, and revision of current

tests either in the direction of greater or lesser cultural loading might

haye the effects of simultaneously increasing or maintaining group differences

and reducing validity. The issue of validity or bias in test use will be

discussed in a later section.

Atmosphere Bias. In addition to bias in content, a frequent criAxism

Of standardiz tests, is that the atmosphere of the testing situation is

unfair to minority children. Two general aspects of the testing environment

are possible, sources of unfairness: (1) The kinds of responses and nature

of the effort required on the test or (2) The nature of the interaction

with the examiner may be inconsistent with the child's background or experi

ences.

It is important to note the basic assumption of maximum performance on

1.

achievement, ability and aptitude tests. If the child77cannot or does not

perform as well as possible due to unique features of the testing environment,

the results of, the test are inaccurate reflec,ions of the child's thinking

vv0
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competencies Or academic skills.) In such cases comparisons of the child's

performance to that of the normative sample are inappropriate.

A great amount of research has been conducted on atmosphere bias, and

is well sewed by Settler (1970, 1973, and 1974). The interested reader.

is encouraged to pursue further information in thoL sources. The author's

overall, impression of this research is that:

1) Much of the research,was poorly designed.

2) Some of the studies used experimental manipulations
that are atypical and inconsistent with good testing

.practices. For example, token reinforcers prOided
'Tor correct answers.

3) The results of reasonably well controlled studies in
which the variables manipulatedwere within the range
of good testing practices are Contradictory. For

example, the degree of warmth, amount of ncouragement,
'time devoted to establishing rapport prio testing,
and sex or race of examiner or examinee, haVe been
studied with mixed results.

\

4) Examiner expectancie for performance may influence
he scoring of resPronses n Items where there is some

subjectivity in evaluating responses, e.g., vocabulary
subtest of the Wechsler scales.

5) When differences due to atmosphere effects are reported,
the size of the differences is usually fairly small.

It should be emphasized that the generalization above are the author's

impressions of a fairly large body of knowledge. The results of this research

do not necessarily generalize to all natal settings, or to the performance

of all individuals. Professional personndhl who admipister tests to zuliturally

different persons must be sensitive to individual iations in values,

motivation, language, and cognitive style,which could influence the results

of the test. One of the most important roles of the examiner in individual

evaluations is to 'establish the kind of climate that will elicit the child's

maximum performance. The test results are invalid to the degree that aximum

performance is not elicited.
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Bias in,Use. The third concept of-bias in tests is concerned with how
I

testst,are used. Two different'approaches to, analyzing bias in use have

emerged from the recent literature. One approach favored generally by

leaderi in test theory and psychometric research emphasizes the relationships

of tests to other criteria for different groups. The second approach

emphasizes the implications and outcomes of test use finindividuals and

groups of persons. The two approaches to bias in use will be discussed

separately since, they use different criteria and result in different con-

clusionS.

Bias in Use: Prediction. Academic psYllloApgists and te4t publishers

have generally emphasized the technical adequacy of tests in predicting various

criteria for different groups. Several definitions of test bias have been

proposed to guide e minations A the degree to which tests function in the

r
same way for person regardless of group membership. The Cleary definition

(1968) characterized test use as biased if the predictions or decisions based

upon the test were different as a function of group membership. Stated

simply, Cleary and most leaders in psychometric theory, see test use as un-

biased if the same predictions are made four persons with the identical test

scores regardless of group membership (Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick, and

Wesman, 1975). A number of variations of the Cleary definition have been

proposed, most notably which are those which stress the social utility of

test use (Darlington, 1971; Novick and Peterson, 1976).

Although some of the definitions of bias in test use become very complex

(Peterson and Novick, 1976), certain basic features are prerequisite to

fairness in test use. Tests cannot be regarded as fair unless they predict

with equal accuracy for all groups. Most pertinent to our concerns in school

psichology are the questions: Do IQ tests predict academic achievement
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equally well for different groups? ,Do IQ tests predict classroom performance

equally well for different groups?

The data from a variety of studies conducted with prospective employees,

prospective graduate and undergraduate students, and school age children

suggest that conventional standardized-tests predict the usual criteria

equally well for all groups. For example, the correlations between the

WISC-R and either teacher ratings of achievement or a standardized test of

achieVement are virtually identical for Anglo, Black, and Latino groups

(Reschly and Reschly, in press). Further, the regression equations for these

different groups, although not identical, are highly similar (Reschly and

Sabers, in press). When differences in regression systems were found in /

these and other studies, the effects were overprediction for Nonanglo groups

and underprediction for Anglos. The available evidence supports the con-

clusion that current tests predict equally well for the different group6

studied thus far, and from one perspective on bias in use, conventional tests

can be regarded as fair to all groups.

Bias in Use: Social Consequences. The previous definitions of test

bias, although important, are inadequate in terms of the overall influence

of tests upon the lives of personsA-Testing does have social consequences.

T0ts, even those which predict accUrately, have been misused to justify race,

social class, and ethnic discrimination. Test results have red to reduction

of opportunities for persons and have qualified persons for apparently in-

effective interventions which may have been digmatizing and humiliating. To

defend tests simply on the basis of predictive accuracy is to miss entirely

the Points raised by recent critics of test
4

For example, Williams (1973) cha'rged that I.Q.'tests predict achievement

as well for Blacks because'of the intervening variable of bias. In his view,

4,1

'40
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both the predictor (IQ test) and the criterion (school achievement) are

contaminated by racial bias, hence the correlation is significant and positives

but meaningless.

Jackson's (1975) response to Cleary et al.'s report of the American

Psychological Association Committee on EducatioA Uses of Tests is even more

to the point. Jackson saw the report, as largely irrelevent to the con#erns

.expressed by minorities. The report defended the technical adequacy of the

tests when in fact the major concerns of Black and, Chicano psychologists

(Bernal, 1975) are with how tests affect the lives of persons. The fact that

tests have been used to justify racist ideology, and otherwise have been

misused or misinterpreted in inferences about the potential of individuals are

facts acknowledged even by the authorsof the APA report. Thus, to defend

tets on the basis of evidence of common regression systems, or to attempt

to separA0 the issues o0 technical adequacy from those of social cOnsequences

is insufficient.

The ultimate criterion that should guide our evaluations of test bias

is the implications and outcomes of test use for individuals. Succintly
As

stated, test use is fair if the results are mote effective interventions

leading to improved competencies and expanded opportunit4s-4R5 indivi
lk

Test use is unfair if _opportunities arediminishedorif-individuals are

exposed to ineffective interventions as a result of tests.

Summary. Although numerous attempts to define.and provide evidence on

test bias have appeared in the.literature, agreement on this crucial issue

has not been achieved. The technical definitions of test bias have resulted

in studies which appealfw to substantiatt the fairness of current test;..

Examinations of content bias and atmosphere bias have been largely incon

clusive. The issue is far from resolved, and probably cannot be entirely

rJ

.
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resolved with empirical data. Concerns about the social'consequences of

test use, espeCially positive or negative outcomes

be considered. Despite the lack of agreement' on

legislation has required implementation of nonb

PREREQUISITES TO IMPLEMENTATION
OF NONBIASED ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

individuals, must also

pts of bias, recent
a..

ssment procedures.

7

A number of conditions are best seen as prerequisites to nonbiased assess

ment. If these conditions are not present, nonbiased assessment, or more

generally, effective assessment is usually impossible. These conditions are

related to procedural safeguards, Multidisciplinary contributions, an olitcoles

criterion, and the availability of effective interventionand alternative

options for serving children.

Procedural Safeguards. Perhaps the portions of the recent'legislation.

which have been implemented most rapidly throughout the country are,those'

which require informed consent of parents pribr to evaluation and placement,
4

and which establish procedural due process including the ri ht to appeal

decisions. It is the author's impression that nearly every school district

the nation now follows at least the guidelines for informed consent and

due process. Achieving the full,spirit of these requirements is much more

difficult, and progress in this area is probably less consistent. S'everaI

good references exist on informed consent and due process (e.g., Abeson,

&a -lick, and Hass, 1975). It should be noted that both informed consent and

due process have been ignored frequently by special educators and school

psychologists in the past. These issues were also considered by the courts

in the special education platement litigAtion wherein several instances

41.
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parents testified that they were not even informed of the decision to place

d in a special education program. ,Again, we haveaittle information

on the generality of such practices. Although informed consent and due

p.rocess were established as legal requirements only recently, professional

ethics and standards for best practices have always emphasized the importance

of ood communication with and involvement of parents. It is important that

A-0e
we achieve the spirit and intent of informed consent ai due proces. Both

are best uria'erstood as processes whereby lines of communication are established

and facilitated, and rights and interests protected. A good guideline for
,-1

most professionals to use in evaluating their performance in carrying out

-.the spirit of informed consent and: 514 process is "Would you be satisfied

that your rights and.interests were respected4and con tiered by the communi:

cations used if the child gder consideration were your own?"

Multidisciplinary Contributions. Past standards for best professional

practices and current guidelines require the involvement of a multidisciplinary

team in assessment and placement of children. In particular, the guidelines

require that no single source of iryfprmatign be used as the sole basis for

,placement and that a.broad variety of information be gathered and considered.

'The source of these guidelines in the legislation may be the erroneous

assumption that school psychologists and IQ tests were solely responsible for

the overrepregeririNni of minorities in special education programs for the

mildly retarded. Regardless of the source of the guideline, the intent is
c)

crucial to effective assessment and interpretation. Special education placement

decisions are extremely important events in the lives of children. Since

instruments (and persons) are fallible, no single person or single measure

should be the, basis for a special education placement decision. A variety of
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information collected by different persons should result in better decisions

and more effective interventions.

The sometimes difficult task in practical situations is to insure that

different disciplines are involved not just as participants in the final

staffing, but also as independent data collectors, observers, and interpreters

of assessment information. The intent
A
of a multidisciplinary team is to insure

that a variety of disciplines and perspecti ill ill be involved in the solution
-

of a problem. Multidisciplinary teams- which involve collection of data by

only; one or two of the team members fail to achieve the potential benefits

of. the multidisciplinary approach.

Outcomes Criterion. In the view of the present author the most useful

definition of bias in,4,assessment emphasizes the outcome ofassessment activities
r'

for individuals. The fundamental and crucial question from this perspective

is, What happens to a child as a result of assessment activities? If the

child's competencies are improved and opportunities expanded as a result of

the interventions that follow assessment activities, then assessment is

beneficial, of high quality, and by definition, unbiased. Assessment that
e

does not lelOo interventions, or is followed by ineffective interventions

is regarded as useless, and more likely to be biased.

The change proposeehere, i.e., emphasis on outcomes,reqbires a departure

from the training experiences and present orientation of some psychologists
.14

(see for example, Wade and Baker, 1977).44 The outcomes criterion deemphasizes

the tradition of defining assessment as some, kind of mysterious art in which

the description of the "real" causes of behavior is the primary goal. The

question of ".What is really going on" which occurs frequently in case confer-
.

ences usually leads.to a descripdlion of the deep or underlying dynamics

behind the behavior. In such discussions nothing is ever what it seems to be,

'1
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there is nearlyelways some symbolic significance of observed behaviors.

Unfortunately these discussions are usually highly speculative with little or

no objective verification of proposed hypotheses. These discussions usually

lead, to a description of,the "pathology" presumed to be responsible for'the

behavior. Sometimes, juicy anecdotes about the reported sexual proclivities

of family members are recited, followed by speculations on who views whom'

as what and how disturbed all that is and so on. These activities are

unfortunately an important part of the tradition in applied areas of psychology.

The alleged insight and understanding gained from such analyses are rarely

translated into effective interventions, and in fact, probably deflect the

attention of professionals from useful objective information. If the analysis

of psychodynamic factors. does not lead to effective interventions, and my

impression is that it rarely does, then it should be regarded as simple
; -

voyeurism on the part4'of psychologiSts. Most importantly, it is poor assess-

ment, and in many instances, biased assessment.

A further implication Of the emphasis on outcomes of assessment is reduced-

level of inference. In order to achieve nonbiased assessment, i.e. assess-

ment practices that lead to positive Outcomes for individuals, we must gather

information that translates directly into interventions. Part of the problem

in our current practices is the use of fairly.weak instruments in combination

With "clinical insight" resulting in global descriptions of the peon. An
4

example from a psychological report might illustrate this point. A child

made dark heavy lines in reproducing the Bender designs. The designs were

reproduced accurately: However, the dark heavy lines were interpreted as

revealing "repressed hostility." The clinical psychology literature and

tradition is replete with similar interpretations (Rapaport, Gill and Schafer,

1968). The interpretations are not based on empirical data, but on analogical
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. -r
reasoning. This reasoning assumes that some sort of logical relationship

exists between observed behavior and underlying dynamics. Even when empirical

data from groups'support the interpretations, which is rare, the strength

of the relationship is riot suffidlent to justify predictions for individuals.

'In fact, use of the clinical lore can usually be shown to result in more

incorrect than; correct decisions foill4ndividuals:

The prober is the level of Inference. Many other examples could be

cited, e.g. "Minimal" brain dysfunction, where global inferences are made on

the basis of minimal data. There are Several reactions to these clinical

approaches, not the least of which ls. the increasing skepticism of the courts

(Ziskin, 1975). Most important to our present concerns is the at that

assessment which results in a high-leyel of inference is usually not related

to interventions, and is therefore, of'questionable benefit to individuals.

4
Plaaement Options and Effective Programs. If we accept the notion that

possible bias in assessment -yam best conceptualized in terms of outcomes, then

the availability of effective dchication-al programs And alternative placement

options is an absolute prerequisite to implementing nOnbiased assessment pro-.

4

cedures. In the situations which resulted in the special education,placement

litigation, the educational prog ms were appAently ineffective and the

range of options lithite4. The auth r repembers all too well,the very liMiteds.

range of options that was typical until'quite recently. The only choices,

often were regular classrooms with no assistance or self-contained, segregated

10,

where we knew the child was not "really" retarded, but in view of very low

d-ryretarded. Psychologists can recall viifidly cases

achievement'ao8ompanied by increasin6ly negative attitudes toward school and

self, the self-contained, segregated clasg appeared to be the best option.

1

.44
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The situation has changed, of is in the process of change: A wide range

of options is increasingly available, the principle.of least restrictive

alternative is the law of the land, andgreatr emphasis Is placed on

effectiveness of interventions through individualized educational plans with

annual review. These are all positive changes. In the author's view, they

'are the best things that have happened for school psychologists in our history.

However, school psychologists must participate with others 16 achieving the

potential of these changes for improving interventions. Specifically, our

assessment activities must be Asigned to yield information useful to choice

of least restrictive alterdative. Assessment must be directed toward the

content of interventions, especially identifying specific areas of "educa-

tional" need in terms of social, emotional, and academic development.

Assessment must also yield information concerning the approach to intervention,

specifically changes iyr antecedent, situational,and consequent environments

which can be used to carry out interventions. Finally, we need to gather

information relevant to and/or assist others in evaluating the effectiveness

of interventions. Discussion of some of the changes inn assessment procedures

that are underway or will become increasingly important in the future will

appear in the next section.
4

Summary. Nonbiased assessment can only he achieved through insuring

that effective outcomes result for individuals. In the view of the author,

there are certain Arerequisites to nonbiased assessment: (1) Procedural

safeguards must exist. (2) Contributions of a multidisciplinary team in-

cluding parents mustAe assured. (3) An outcomes criterion must be used.

(4) Most importantly, placement options and effective programs must be available.

Psychologists have important roles injachieving each of these,prerequisites

to nonbiased assessment. The combination of these prerequisites and Alp
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specific changes in assessment practices to tie discussed in the following

section can produce assessment practices that are fair and useful -for all

children.

SPECIFICS CHANGES IN ASSESSMENT PRACTICES

Effective assessment in school psychology, i.e., assessment which leads

to positive outcomes for individual, is possible only within the broad context
*

described in 'the previous section. These prerequisites to effective assess-

ment must be met before the specific changes suggested in this section can

be of benefit to individuals. If the educational syStem provides procedural

safeguards, multidisciplinary resources, effective programs, and placement

options, and if individual school psychologists are oriented toward an out-

comes criterion, then more effective (and less biased) assessment can be

achieved.

Problems in Classification of Children. Classification of children for

the purpose of educational programming has been and will likely continue to

be one of the impdrtant roles or school psychologists. This classification

process ,inevitably it lees some kind of labeling, and the debate over the

alleged negative effects of labels has been very important in the litigation

and legislation discussed previously. Tet appears that the controversy over

labeling has subsided somewhat over the past few years for a variety of reasons.

Hobbs (1975) recognized the necessity of some sort of classification (labeling?)

in the final report of the project on classification of exceptional children.

Hobbs described the dilemma facing special educators and school psychologists

in the following terms:

"Children who are categorized. and libeled as different
may be permanently stigmatized, rejected by adults and
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other children, and excluded-from opportunities
essential for their full and healthy development.
Yet categorize is necessary to open doors to
opportunity: To get help for a child, to write
legislation, to appropriate funds, to design
service programs, to evaluate outcomes, to conduct
research, even to communicate about the problems
of-the exceptional child" (p. 3).

Efforts to "delabeKchilciren or to completely avoid the possible negative

effects of labels are probably destined to failure. There. has been some

OA

suggestion that classification might be organized around the nature of the

services needed, e.g., needs tutoring in reading, which would presumably have

fewer negative connotations. The history of the meaning of other labels does

not provide optimism about the effects crrsimply changing the basis for a

classification system. Other labels which originally had precise, circum-

_scribed meanings have over time been understood as global and perjorative.

Classification is inevitable and carries with it certain risks. In

P
essence, when a child is classified by a multidisciplinary team an implicit,

and now increasingly explicit, contract is established. Parents and children

are asked to take the risk that the benefits from the services rendered as a.

result of the label Will be substantially greater than the potential harm of

the label (Gallagher, 1972). It is important that we recognize the risk that

is involved with the label and take steps to minimize this risk. Even more

important, effective services must be provided.

Classification: Minimizing the Risk. School psychologists are_direc;ly

involved with intelligence testin! and the classification of mild mental .

retardation. These are iwo areas in which the risk of misunderstanding is

very high. One means to improve assessment is to devote efforts toward

clarifying the meaning oficurrent procedures which are known to carry high risk.

A clarification statement regarding the meaning of IQ test results appeared in

an earlier section. Clarification of the meaning of the term mild mental

A "1
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retardation is probably more difficult, but no less important. The original

meaning of mild mental retardation intended by the American Association on

Mental Deficiency (AMID) (Heber, 1961) is quite different from the way it is

e
commonly understood today. In fact, mild mental retardation referred originally

to the current status of the individual with no presumptions about etiology or
. -

f(
future status. I Mercer's (1978) terminology, it was a social system class-

.

ification. Whether the term was ever understood correctly by most is question'
I

able; it certainly is ntisunderstood by the public and many professionals today.

Perhaps, mild mental retardation is a somewhat unique problem within the spe-

cial educatidn classification system due to the nature of the AAMD classifica-

tion and terminology system. The 1961 AAMD system, revised-sli ily n 1973

and 1977, was quite properly organized around the dimensions of adaptive be-

havior and intelligence. Unfortunately, the AMID system included the implicit

assumption that quantitative factors were the major differences between levels

of mental retardation. Thus, the-same general classification, mental retarda-

tion, was applied to persons 'who had vastly different etiologies, competencies,

and,prognoses. The factors of etiology, current behavior, and prognosis are

partially accounted for in the AMID system by the adjectives of mild (eduCable),

moderate, severe, and profound. Unfortunately, the distinctions suggested by

these adjectives have usually not been understood by persons not directly in-

volved with exceptional childien.

Two steps shouldbe taken to.minimize the risks associated with class-
APJ

ification. First, the classification terminology used should be descriptive,

behavioral, and reflect a low level of inference (see previous discussion).

The general change toward use of the term learning tisability rather t

hCs:neurological dysfunction or minimal brain.injury is consistent with these

principles. Use of the term behavior disorder rather than emotional distur-

J)

0
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.bance another example. A similir change is needed in the mental retardation

terminology and classification system, and perhaps, in other areas as well.

Most of the mildly retarded, regardless of race or ethnicity, are so called

"Six Hour Retarded" children. Their difficulties are fairly specific to the

public school situation. A change in the classification terminology which

would reflect more accurately the nature of mild mental retardation is needed.

A term such as general academic disability might be less perjorative, less

likely to be misunderstood, and less likely to be.associated with more severe

forms of mental retardation. It is important to note thyme changing the

terminology will not avoid all of the stigmatizirig a ects of labels. Even

when completely neutral terms were adopted, e.g., r call the)
term "garden

variety", the terms become associated with negative connotations fairly quickly.

In the case of mental retardation, especially the educational use of the

term, a change in terminology would reduce, but not eliminate, the risks

associated with classification.

A second, more practical, approach to reducing the risks associated with

classification is to clarify the meaning of the terminology. Mild or educable

mental 'retardation does not mean comprehensive and permanent incompetence

of biological origin. In fact, most mildly retarded persons achieve relatively

normal lifestyles as, adults. Do we communicate these facts to parents,

students, and other professionals in an effective manner? Whin workingas a

school psychologist I had the good fortune of being associated with a very

capable director of special education. We were concerned about misconceptions

regarding the term educable mentally retarded. Jointly we developed a question

and answer "fact sheet" on educable mental retardation which was then provided

o eve reacher' (regular and special), parents, princlpals, and in the case

of older students, to every student in the special class program. Simirar.
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attempts to clarify the meaning of other sp ial education categories are

probably needed. These'efforts will not eliminate all of the risk associated

with classification, but they may reduce these risks.

Classification: Maximizing the Benefits. One of the major underlying .

assumptions in the special education litiOtion was the presumed ineffective-

ness of special education programs torthe mildly retarded. Assessment is

biased according to the definition used in this paper if. effective inter-

ventions are not provided. Perhaps the most important step in reducing bias

and maximizing the benefitssof classification ±s to insure effectiveness in

the interventions that follow. Cromwell (1975) provided a simple, but

important model for analyzing the usefulness of diagnostic constructs. The

crucial feature of this model is the requirement that classifications based

etiolOgical information or current behaviors, (called A and B by Cromwell)

must be related to information on outcome (D) or information on interventions

and outcomes (C and D) in order to be usefill. Diagnostic constructs based

only on AC or BC types of information were regarded as useless since t4y

only relate diagnosis to currently available or popular treatments which are

of unknown benefit to persons.

The kind of information collected by school psychologists during initial

assessment, and the contributions of all persons on the staffing teams should

be oriented toward designing interventions and evaluating their outcomes.

Obviously, classification, even if conducted with great skill, is not suffi-

cient. Intellectual assessment, while important to classification, provides

limited information about the kind and nature of interventions. Sthool

psychologists along with others on the staffing team must collect information

that is directly relevant to specific educational need. All of the members

of the staffing team share the responsibility of using a broad base of assess-
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.ment informatiOn to select program options, intervention goals,intervention

stratfties. School psychologists have much to cOntribute'to each of these

decisions. A current concern is the degree to which school psychologists

are gclented toward ana willing to participate in planning, evaluating, and

in certain instances, conducting interventions. Limited anecdotal evidence

suggests that at least some school psychologists see these, activities as

beyond the scope of their role. The current requirements of multidisciplinary

staffing, individualized educational plan (IEP), annual review of educational

program, and review of classification every, three years provide excellent
e.

opportunities for school pekchologists to Work with others in insuring the

effectiveness of pro gams. Furthermore, school psychologists should play a

special role in actually carry/frig out or working very closely with those who

implement interventions designed to improve social or emotional competencies.

Interventions in the areas of social or emotional adjustment should also be

designed by the multidisciplinary team, IEPs developed, interventions eval-

uated, and so on.

Summary. Overall, school psychologists alqng with other persopnel have

crucial responsibilities in insuring the effectiveness of interventions. If

interventions are effective in improving competencies and expanding oppor-

tunities, and if the risks associated with classification are reduced, the

special education bargain is a good one for and children regardless'''.

of racial or ethnic factors. If these standards are not met, classification

and the special education ,contract is a bad bargain and likely to be biased.

Recognition'of and coping with the risks involved with classification is an

important step toward imprOving the probability of fair and effective assess-

*.
ment.

1
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Multifactored Assessment. The concept of multifactored assessment was

the apparent solution to the dilemma of defining and describing the requirement

of nonbiased assessment. The requiremeWof multifactored assessment is

suggested in the 94-142 rules and regulations,and is even more prominent in

the reports from the CORRC project. The underlying assumption ie that assess
.

ment is likely to be les biased if a broad variety of information is collected

, and considered syste ically in,making placement decisions. In the view of

the present author this assbmption is sound, but insufficient. Improved

classification decisions are certainly important, but even more important is

the use of the multifactored information in designing and evaluating inter
.

ventions.

T cker (1975, also in Oakland, 1977) decribed the categories of

informs n which should be developed in a comprehensive assessment of

children "for possible mildly handicapping conditions." For the most part,

the categories'of information are.fairly standard and consistent with

traditional descriptions of comprehensive psychoeducational evaluations.

The arrangement of the ces of information, especially the sequence

suggested for collecting the inf rmation is somewhat unique (See Figure 1

reprinted from CORRC report). Especially noteworthy-is the placement of

"psychological assessment" (pevonality and intelligence) at the end of the

Sequence of assessment procedures.

11 . of a multitactored assessment

according to Tucker (1975) were: (1) Observational-data which are gathered for

the purpose of determining the degree of deviance (if any) of the child's

beha.vier in'relation to other Children in the same environment; (2) Other data

availablee.g. records of previous performance, which are used to corroborate

or contradict the deviance established in step 1; (3) Language dominance data

5 ti
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Figure
COMPREHENSIVE INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT

For Possible Mildly Handicapping Conditions

4
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Reprinted from Tucker, J. Operationalizing the
diagnostic-intervention process. in Nonbiased
assessment of.minority group children: With bias
toward none. Lexington, Ky.: Coordinating Office
for eg ce Centers, 1976. (p. 46).
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which areused to determine the appropriate language for further assessment

and as information which may influence. the interpretation of data collected

in previous phases; (4) Educational assessment data (usually collected with

individually administered devices) which areused as further evidence of

extent and nature of p oblem and for programming; (5) Sensory -motor and/or

..sas/psycholinguistic sessment data which according to Tucker should be used in

consideration of placement in learning disabilities programs and possibly, in

educational program4ng.generally; (6) Adaptive behavior data which are

appare y used for classification,-and perhaps for programminir-4.7) Medical

and/or developmental data which areused to rule out a medical etiology of the

. problem as well as to provide a basis for referral to appropriate medical

services if needed; (8) Personality assessment data including self-report

which are used to determine the degree (if any) of emotional involvement; and\

(9) Intellectual assessment data which are used "to estimate the level of a

child's intellectual functioning."

Implicit in the above desdr ion of multifactored assessment is the

concern about misuses oektest information. The placement of intellectual

assessment data at the end of the sequence appears to be a conscious effort

to emphasize the importance of other data. The other data were seen as

important both for the interpretation of IQ test results and for decisions ,

about special educatioviiplacement. Interestingly, the...area of sociocultural

batkgrouna-Viaa 65t mentioned as a separate category in /Tucker's description

of comprehensive (multifactored) assessment. However, concerns about

Pr.
sociocultural background are implicit in the descriptionskof language dominance

and adaptive-behavior. Sociocultural background is mentioned as a separate

area of assessment in the 94-142 rules and regulations, and should be recognized

ps an important are ein the multifactored assessment.
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Summary. Multifactored assessment is crucial toAppropriate,classi-

fication and to effective interventions. The approach suggested by Tucker

is especia4y useful in that the relationship of other data to IQ test results .

is clarified. Most of tF categories of information suggested by Tucker are
.

fairly standard and will fore, not be discussed further in this paper.

Two categories of information, primary language and adaptive behavior, are

less commonly included in comprehensive assessment procedures. These cate-

gories'of i tion along with sociocultural backgrONdata will be

discussed sections that follow.

4t ryIMu yifactored Assessment: Prima-L anguage. The ass essment of primary
. , 7.

language competence is a logiqal, common-sense procedure as well as a require-

meat in the recent legis latidn. Non-English speaking children have; wparently

, been placed in programs for the mildly retarded on the basis of tests

administered in English (see Diana or Guadalupe casds). These. classification

and programming decisions were inappropriate, -although an.even larger problem

in those situations was the apparent absence of alternative programs for Non-

fl
English speaking youth.

Assessment of primary languagecompetence is more difficult than it

might appear. Many instruments have been developed recently (see Oakland,

1977), but little systematic work has been conducted on their reliability

and validity. Nevertheless,, systematic effort to assess primary language'

competence is needed.siThe decision about primary language competence must be
OR

'based on data. The preience of a Latino surname, for example, is cert inly,
5.-

not.suffiCient to conclude that the child or family uses Spanish as t

dominant language. The author is acquainted with cases bf Lltino su named'

0families where Spanish is not spoken, and has not been used in the family for

several generations. Conversely, the author encountered a case in 1967'in

r
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eastern'Iowa where the child had an Anglo surname, but was monolingual

Spanish speaking.

The information on primary language is important in collecting and inter-
:

preting other assessment data, and in decisions about appropriate interventions.,
4

If the child ismonolingual, Non-English speaking, perhaps the wisest course

pf action is to simply avoid the use pf norm referenced standardized tests

of achievemedt and ability. The 94-142 regulations suggest use of an inter-

preter. Due to the many problems which arise when attempts are mane to
7.

translate tests into other languages, e.g. items do not have the same meaning
0

and diffiCulties of items change, the results of 4panslated tests are of

questionable value. If_ inferences must be made about ability, use of non--

verbal or performance tests is probably the best course of action. Educational

programs for monolingual Non-English speaking stj4ents must be provided in

the studentrIve language if at all feasible (Lau vs Nichols). If only

41 a few monolingual children attend schools in a particular district, than

other alternatives shodid be pursued (seeVakland, 1977).

Bilingual children mfy'exhibit widely varying competencies In English
co

and another' language. The range will extend from limited to high degrees of

competence in either or both languages. The language dominance measure that

is used to determine primary language should be supplemented by other measures

which yield kformatiin on competence in both languages. Subsequent assess-

.

went activities should be conducted within the dominant language of'the child.

An' important principle to_remember is the assumption of maximum performance.

Any inference about ability or academic aptitude made in subsequent assessment
a 4.

,activities should include consideration of the effects of differences in

4' e
language; Bilingual youth may, though certainly not always, obtain lower,

scores on verbal measuxes administergd in English *le to limited exposure to

21' ,
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English. Special education services may not be the appropriate intervention

for bilingual children who, on the basis of other data, meet tie state guide-

lines for special education classification. Bilingual /bicultural programs

may,be more appropriale,'and children's rights ter such services have been

established through the Lau decision'.

Multifactored Assessment: Adaptive Behavior. A subtle but important

change has occurred over the past fifteen years concerning the criteria for

judging adaptive behavior competence ,a4ong school age children. The 1961 AAMD

definition of mental retardation suggested that learning and school achievement

were the principle crite for assessing adaptive behavior for school age

children. These criteria have been expanded through litigation, legislation,
I

federal memoranda, (e.g. Office_of Civil Rights, 1972), and now recently, by

the AAMD in the classification and terminology manual (Grossman, 1973; 1977).

Adaptive behavior for school age children now encompasses activities outside

of the school including the setting of home, neighborhood, and community.

Clearly, the criteria have changed, and it is no longer appropiiate to judge .

I adaptive behavior on the basis of school performance alone.

Conceptions of and methods for measuring adaptive behavior have been

fairly limited until quite recently. Concepts of adaptive behavior have

usually been restricted to fairly simple self -help or social behaviors such4

as dressing, eating, etc. These behaviors are usually mastered by normal

and mildly retarded children prior to or soon ter school entrance. 'Most

of the instruments available currently reflect th limited conceptions, and

are not-particularly useful for most normal or.mildly_retarded child, ep,_

Perhaps the best example is the AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scales which were

developed from careful studies of deficit behaviors among samples of persons

in institutions for the mentally retarded, and later normeS on samples

4.
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selected from institAio for the mentally 'retarded. A public school version
A .. .

ofthe AAMD Adaptive Behavior Scales was developed recently (Lambert

Windmiller, and Cole, 1975). The usefulness of the Public School Version

Is
42)

iuestionable since all of the _items were selected from the original AAMD

version with norms developed on school age children. The respondent in the

AAMD Public School version is the classroom teacher, and the content validity

of the stems is questionable. Similar criticisms apply to the other adaptive

behavior scales, nearly all of which were developed through studies of the

mdre,sZverely retarded.,
z.

A major advance provided by the System of Multicultural Pluralistic

roe Assessment (SOMPA) (Mercer d Lewis, 1978) is the development of the Adaptive

Behavior. Inventory for Chi area (ABIC) which is designed for normal children

and:is appropriate for' the mildly retarded. The emphasis is on adaptive

behaviors outside of the school setting. Adaptive behavior is conceptualized
,

as the degree to which the child performs increasingly complex social roleS.

The 242 items were organized on a judgmental basis into the Social role

categories of family, community, peerirelations, nonacademicschaor, earner/

consumer, and self-maintenance. Standard scores and age graded norms are

provided for each category andfor total score. Responses to the items are

provided by the primary "caretaker" of the child, usually the mother. . The

norms for the ABIC are based upon data collected from a representative sample

of CallforniA school age children between the ages of five and'eleven. The

accuracy of the ABIC, norms for children in other geographic regions has not

yet been determined,abd will undoubtedly be the focus of considerable research

in the next few years. .1 suspect the norms will hold up reasonably well, but

some caution should,he exercised in interpreting ABIC data until definitive

studies are available.,

el*
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Even though much research with the ABIC needs to be conducted, cautious

use of theme instrument in classification and programming decisions seems ,
A

justified by the preliminary data presented by Mercer and Lewis,(1978) and

Mercer (1973). Perhaps the most important use of the ABIC data is for

selection of program option'rather than determination of original

ofrthe of the ABIC was apparently

to broaden conceptions of and then provide a measure of the dimension of

adaptive behavior. In other words, the primary purpose, was to improve accuracy

in the classification of mild mental retardation. Children Who were,referred'

for psychological evaluation due to difficulties in school performance were

to. be.classified as mildly retarded only if they failed both the adaptive

behavior and the intellectual, dimensions of the AAMD definition of mental

retardation. Children who met the criterion orf la/ IQ, but obtained scores

in the normal range on the adaptive behavior measure were termed "Quasi-
-,

retarded" in an earlier conceptual scheme proposed/by Mercer (1973). Classi-

fication of "Quasi-retarded" children as mildly retarded and placement in

school programs for the educable mentally retarded was seen as inappropriate.

Mercer (1918) has apparently revisedler...position on whether or not the
6

' "Quasi-retarded" should be Served in special education proglams. he key
4

'issues are the type of program used ana the effectiveness of the program. Pro

grams which carry relatively er risks (see previous discussions) such as

special classes are seen as less appropriate than programs with possibly lower

risks that have equal or perhaps greater benefits, e.g. resource programs.

The degree to which the ABIC data are used in classification decisions

will probably vary depending on state education codes and local policies..

Children who obtain IQ scores in the mildly retarded range, but are normal in

terms of adaptive behavior in the home and neighborhood are very often in need
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of some kind of special services. The important question for us is notoim ly

whether to classify the child,-but what kind of program is needed.

Information from the ABIC or similar from other sources should be

used to select service options. The curriculum in special classes for the

edupable mentally retarded has traditionally reflected emphases on social

competenCe and functional academic skills. The emphasis on social competence

'is justifiable in view of the longitudinal data on the adult adjustment of

persons who are mildly retarded. The problems of nid4dly retarded persons

in vocational settings are more likely to be related to deficits in social

competence thaniAmited academic ar'intellectdal skills. Howe'ver, the ABIC

data or data from other sources may confirm that the child has relatively

-a
high social competence in the home, neighborhood and community. If social:,

competence is relatively normal, the traditional special class is probably

oo
not the best service qption. An educational program which is more specificr

to the child's academic needs such as the resource option is probably more

appropriate. The "Quasi-Retarded," i.e. children with low IQs and normal

adaptive behavior, should be served in 'resource programs in most, perhaps

nearly all cases.

The use of the adaptive behavior data proposed here, i.e., selection of
,

service option, is consistent with current special education rules and

regulations for most states. In these guidelines classification or

44k,

bility is described independent,cof service option. Unfortunately, there

seems-to be an erroneous assumption that service'option is determined, or at

least heavily influenced, by special education category. It seems that many

per;ong view special classes as the only option for children with mild metal

N-'
disabilities. In fact, the full range of service options including the resource

1

,

approach should be available to children with mild mental disabilities.

f

4
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In addition to.selection.of service option, another important use for

adaptive'behavior data is educational programming. Deficits in social compe-

,pence Should be viewed as potential goals for educational programming. The

kind of data thatareprovided by Mercer's ABIC is probably not sufficient for

precise specification of go'als for interventions in social competence. The

ABIC or other data should be useful for determining whether there are problems

with social compe(t.ence and the general nature these problems, if any.
!

These data would need to be supplemented by mor.4.precise obs rvation prior to

designing an intervention.

A number of76nceptual and practical issues concerning the as
40.

adaptive behavior are discussed by Cddlter and Morrow - (1978). The discr.

between what is needed or required in this area and present technology is

rather large. Considerable progress in instrument development is-needed.

addition to the problems related to currently available instruments, a number

of conceptual issues must be resolved. Is adaptive behavior data useful for

classification deeisions;in educational settings? Is adaptive behavior data

useful in program planning fo e mildly handicapped? What is the nature,

of adaptive behavior in older age groups? The reader is encouraged to consult

Coulter and Iforrow's-discussion of these and other issues.

Summary. Adaptive behavior information will become an increasingly

important component of the multifactored assessment of children suspected of

having mild handicaps. The degree an nature a the use of adaptive behavior
A

data in educational classification decisions with the mildly retarded in the

future are not entirely clear. However, these data appear to have high potential

for use in decisions concerning selection of service optibil,, Furthermore,

adaptive behavior data from instruments such as the ABIC may provide important

6
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preliminary information for decisions about interventions in the area of

social competence.

Multifactored Assessment: Sociocultural Background. Recent federal,

regulations require the consideration of sociocultural background in special

education placement decisions. ,.Unfortunately the federal regulations do not

suggest procedures either for measuring or using the sociocultural background

data. The CORRC Project on nonbiased assessment did not deal directly with

the issue of measurement and use of,iociocultural data: This section of the

paper will consider the concept of sociocultural background, its relationship

to intelligence and achievement, and procedures for measuring and using

sociocultural background data.

The concept of sociocultural background includes the overlapping factors

of social class and race or ethnicity. Mercer (1978) refers to the concept

of "eth-class" which is a term from sociology that refers to the combined

effects of ethnicity and socioeconomic status. The concept of eth-class, or

the more commonly used term sociocultural background, is needed to accurately

describe the relationship between sociocultural factors and athi ement or

intelligence. In fact, social status and racial or ethnic backg and are NOT

independent 1.n the population of the United States.- Specific racial or ethnic

croups are consistently under or overrepresented in high or low-social

statuses. Spetifically, the incidence of poverty is much higher among groups

such as Blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, and Appalachian Whites. Thus,

these groups differ on the average froM the rest of the population on measures

of social status.'.

The concept of socioeconomic status ( would be sufficient for our

discussions if all racial or ethnic groups of the same'social status performed

in.the same way on measures of achievement and intelligence. This, however,

I'
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is not the case. In addition to and independent of social status, racial or

.ethnic factors influence performance on achievement and intelligence tests

(e.g., Lesser, Fifer, and Clark, 1965; Reschly, in press). The results of

these and other studies indicate that although social status influences the

level of performance for all groups, ethnicity or race influences the pattein

of performance. Thus, social status or ethnicity or race alone are insufficient

to account for their combined effects on achievement or intelligenik.

The relationship of sociocultural background to measures of achievement

or intelligence is far from perfect. -Th,fact, some low SES minority children

obtain very high scores on measures of achidvement and intelligence., and

conversely, some high SES Anglo children obtain low scores. The relationSbip

'of the sociocultural factors to average levels of per,tormance appears to be

more impressive. For example, Kaufman and Doppelt (1976) reported differences

of nine to seventeen points both for kblacks and whites between the highest

and lowest SES groups in the WISC-R standardization sample.
r

The relationship of sociocultural factors or eth-class to achievement and

intelligence has been explained in a variety of ways. The controversies

surrounding these explanations have been one of the crucial, but usually
4

unrecognized, factors that led to the litigation over'special education place-

ment. We might speculate, for example, about the effects on this litigation

of Jensen's hypotheses of hereditary differences among racial groups. It

should be.emphasized that this is speculation, but the movement to ban IQ

tests might never h e occurred if it were not for the widespread publicity

accorded Jensen's views. It would be highly ironic if IQ tests are banned

through the Larry P. decision because of the views of one of the strongest

P
proponents (Jensen) of IQ tests. This outcome is' unlikely, but the sequence of

A
to the case is important tciunderstand. Even more importantevents leading

J
r-

p
IL;
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for users and consumers of IQ test results:are the facts that IQ tests do

indeed measure learning (not innate potential), and IQ test results are

influenced by sociocultural factors as well as heredity. Other explanations

for the IQ test differences between sociocultural groups exist, and are

supported by data (e.g. Gerber, 1975). The explanations for IQ test

differences have influenced the special educatIon litigation, and will in

fluence procedures to develop nonbiased assessment practices.

A variety of measures of social status have been, used in the published

research. The measures vary from rather simple indices such as Duncan's

occupational scale to more complex measures such as the Warner Index. The

Duncan' occupational scaN has been the most frequently used measure since the

,information needed is usually obtained easily. The more complex measures

have been used less frequently, but are correlated at a slightly higher level
f -

with achievement or intelligence. The adequacy of the-social status measures

for equating groups has been questioned recently (Trotman, 1977). Matching

groups through statistical analyses, or selection of subjects on social status,

(Jensen's approach), does not equate groups on all, or apparently, even the

most important background factors related to achievement or intelligence.

Trotman reported data on the relationship of a one intellectuality scale

to achievement and intelligence. Groups of black a whiee students equated

on social status differed substantially on the hom- ntet -ctuality scale.

\-1
(Home intellectuality was measured by a 63 item questi*aire and rating

scale designed around environmental variables related to intelligence).

The Sociocultural Measures (SCM) 'of the SOMPA provide a relatively complex

measure of sociocultural background. The SCM scales were built around

variables that have been correlated with IQ results in published studies.

Factor analysis results were used to organize the 24 SCM items into nine

64
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factors and then into four sociocultural measures. The foUr sociocultural

Jr4c
measures that resulted were named Van Acculturation, Socioeconomic Status,

Family'Structure, and Family Sige. Two characteristics of the SCM should

be .noted. First, the measures are considerably more complex in comparison

to the traditional indices of social status. Secondly, the measures are focused

on relatively unchangeable characteristicsii0 the child's family background.

In contrast to the data from, for example, a home intellectuality measure,

there`is relatively little that could be done in terms of intervening or

changing the conditions measured by the SCM.

In the SOMPA the SCM are used in a number of ways. Fitst the SCM data

are used to describe the chtd's position in "sociocultural space," essentially

the combination of social status, .degree of participation in the dominant

culture, 'and degree of similarity of family to the dominant culture in terms.

. of attitudes; values, and lifestyle. Second, the SCM results for a specific

child are compared to the average SCM results for Anglo children. This

comparison is seen as an index of social distance between the'child and the

school"which is believed to represent Anglocentric, middle class values.

Third, and most important, the SCM are used to predict the expected IQ score

for children with specific sociocultural characteristics. If the predicted

score is below the population mean, then the individual's score is djusted

upward based upon a comparison of the obtained score to the predic ed. score.

The adjusted score.is called the Estimated Leatning Potential (ELP).

The meaning,and usefulness of the ELP score will undoubtedly be the

source of considerable controversy-in the next few years. The ELP score is

based upon the relationship of the SCM to IQ scores for groups (Anglo, Black,
..-

and Hispanic) and then applied to individuals. The relationship of the SCM
$

to WISCR scores was determined through multiple regres ion analyses. The

is

. ,1

t)
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SCM accounted for 28%, 14%, and 24% 'of the variance in the Verbal, Performance,

and Full Scale WISC-R.IQ scores when the data for all three groups were com-

bined. When the data for the three groups were analyzed separately, the

amount of variance accounted for was diminished (range of 10% to 22% on Verbal0 -

Scale, 4% to 11% on Performance Scale and 14% to 18% On Full Scale). The

multiple correlations, reflecting the relatiodship of the four SCM with the

WISC -IR varied from .19 to .47 (median was .37).

The group specific regression equations are then used to predict. an

"expected" WISC-R IQ score for the individual. If the individual's expected

score is 100 or above, the ELP is simply the obtained WISC-R score. If the

predicted score is less than 100, indicating that the child's sociocultural

background is discrepant from the Anglovntric, middle class school, the score

is adjusted. The adjusted score is based on a comparison of the obtained

score to the predicted score and then transformed to a score scale with a mean

of 100 and standard deviation of 15, i.e., to a conventional IQ score scale.

This adjusted score is interpreted as estimated learning potential.

Prior to discussion of the meaning.and use of the ELP score, certain

limitations must be mentioned. First, the ELP scores in the SOMPA are based

entirely upon data collected in California. The accuracy of these scores in

other settings will depend upon.the similarity of the regression equations

across different settings. Some preliminary data suggest-that although the

weights of SCM vary Across settings, the obtained ELPs are similar, but not

identical (Oakland, 1977). Features of the regression equations other than

the weights'may also nary. If the constant (also called the intercept).or the

multiple correlation vary substantially frbm the California results, the ELPs

will also vary. Again, we must wait for additional studies before reaching

conclusions .concerning the.applicability of SOMPA norms to other settings.

111
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More fundamental concerns about the ELP exist regarding reliability and

validity. An unreliable measure cannot be valid. (Anastasi, 1976)r-NThe

ELP scores for children with predicted scores of less than 100 are based on

a multiple regressiorr equation. As mentioned previously, the obtained score

is compared to the predicted score and then transformed to'another score

scale. Linear transformation of a set of scores doe's not of course affect

the reliability of the scores. The reliability of scores predicted from

another set of scores is directly proportional to the multiple correlation.

In the base of the SOMPA ELP scores, the reliability of the ELP scores is

directly proportional to the multiple correlation of the SCM and WISC-Rr,

scores. The size of the multiple correlations and the associated standard

errors of estimate do not provide confidence the reliability of the ELF.'

Thp ELP in the view of the present author is a rather unreliable score (Note:

Additional information on this question Will be provided in the first issue of

the 1979 volume of The School Psychology Digest).

If the ELP is a fairly unreliable score, the potential relationship to

other measures is of course severely limited. Mercer has suggested that the

appropriate terion for examining the validity of the ELP is the rate pf

acquisition of new information or skills. Budoff's (1975) procedure for

measuring learning potential is one of the possible methods forArathering data

on acquisition rate. One problem with Budoff's procedure is the extensive

amount of time required to determine acquisition rate. Due to the time

lb

apparentlY-involved with studies of acquisition along with the problem of

selecting appropriate subjects and materials, -few studies of the kind,..Suggested

by Mercer are likely to be undertaken. However, such studies may, not provide

strong support for the validity of the ELP due the problems with reliability.

A
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A number of studies investigating the relationship of the ELP to con

ventional measures of achievement will undoubtedly appear in the- next few

years'despite Mercer's objections. 'Mercer has suggestgd that conventional

4-
measures of achievement are not appropriate criteria for examining the validity

of the ELP. One such*study involving three sociocultural groups, (Oakland,

1977), reported higher correlations for the conventional IQ score (median =lb

.64) in comparison to the ELP (median = .48). The criteria for achievement

were the reading and mathematics scores fromfthe California Achievement Test.

Other studies reporting similar findings will probably appear in the near

future. These results, although not directly relevant to the construct of ELP,

will provide some useful information regarding the meaning of the ELP.

Perhaps it is important to separate the construct of ELP from, considerations

of its predictive=validity. The construct is important. The SOMPA and the

'LP represent, among other things, an attempt to emphasize the importance of

sociocultural factors in the intellectual or academic performance of children.

The different perspectives suggested in SOMPA are extremely important. The\

specific suggestion of regarding the WISCR conventional Scores as social

system measures is certainly appropriate in terms of the massive body of

knowledge on the relationship of various factors to intelligence. Renaming

of the conventional IQ scores as School Functioning Level (SFL) is consistent

with the validity evidence for IQ tests. IQ tests do measure, although 4

imperfectly, the likelihoodof success in educational settings. This infor

motion is impottant, tut limited. The SOMPA approach will make an important

contribution toward recognizing the limitations of IQ test results.

Summary. Consideration of sociocultural background is required by recent

federal regulations. Mercerrs SOMPA provides one of the more complex Methods

of measuring sociocultural factors and the only procedure known to the author
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for using these data systematically in interpreting IQ test results. Rowever

the use of thesRciocultural datatO adjust WISC-R scores in the SOMPA will

be criticized onVflumber of bases. TiPredictive vaiidity of the ELP is

doubtful. However,.. the construct of ELP and the use of sociocultural data

in understanding the meaning'of IQ tt'st results are valuable contributions of

theSOMPA.

NONBIASED fiSSESSMENTf SOME TENTATIVE CONC4LSIONS

o

Nonbiased assessment is obviously an extremely complex issue. = Concerns
. .

. ... 4

with the meaning and usefulness of IQ test results tave dominated much of the

discussion of nonbiased assessment. .The issues surrounding the mea f IQ

-(academic aptitude) have been debated for at least sixty years, and are not

141
. likely to be resolved in the near future. However, many other issues such

as the'meaning and etiology of mild mental retardation, the rights of parents

and students, the effectiveness of special education interventions, and the

de.finition.of bias in tests are clea'rly.involved with our efforts to reduce
v..

%

bias in assessment. These issues have been discussed in this paper, though

certainly not resolved.

There are Ptwo possible reactions among a range of possible reactions by

P
school psychologists to the pressures for nonbiased assessment whit4 could

k

besdamaging to children. One possible reaction is to conclude that the issue

is so conihex and ill defined tl3at there is nothing we can do 'hence, we

d

sboOLd stubbornly defendandsimply continue ott current prac . This

,

reaction maladaptive. There are important changes that we can,make

which will enhance the fairness and usefulness of assessment for all children.

.
, . .

In thelinterests of children, we need to make these changes.
0

A second ,,-

)

,...

`
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d'maladaptive reaction is to reject most if not all ofour current instruments

and pradtices. For example, dome have rejected the use of IQ tests with

culturally different children Others have severely limited.the numbers of

culturally different children in special education programs simply on the

basis of their proportions in the population% Such reactions are not in the-

best interests of children.

Positive reactions to the concerns about nonbiased assessment must first

be based on recognition of the ambiguity of the current situation. There .

are no and robably never will be any easy solutions.

Recognition of the underlying assumptions in the special.
v

ation place-
,

_ ment litiga4onfovides an orientation to the st important issues in non-

biased assessment. One can Only wonder if them ses would have appeared IF

the interventions were'effective;.IF due prOcess safeguards had been observed;

IF the interventions had been consistent with the principle of leastIrestrictive

alternative, i.-e., had not been provided in segregated, self-contained special

classes; IF the assessmerit.had been mult' ctored and programs based on spe-,

cific educational need; and so on. The fact is that assessment by school

psychologists and programs in special education did NOT meet these criteria

in at least some,'and perhaps, many instances. The4litigatioA and legislation

are attempts to correct these abuses. Frdb the perspective of school psy-

chologists, the current demands for 4(,,!..n21,ed assessment along with the other
,

requirements from the courts and legislation, vtare
ft

the bests things that have
.... -.

,....4 .

happened fot our profession,(and.for children).
t .

/.
t A

'Three geheral themes should form the bass `for efforts to sA41.eve,non-

I .
biased assessment. First, and mo4t'important, we must continue and expand

.

,

our efforts to insure that assessment, result ih positive benefits
,.

4
. .

for individuals. This gbal is certainly'not new. The unde*rlying assumption
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of positive benefit to individuals has always been the goal in all types of

assessment. Realization of this goal requires more concern aSout the relation-
C 416,,

Ship of our assessment activities to interventions, and more concern about----,

the effectiveness of these interventions.

A second theme is the need to implement die idea of multifactored asseSs-
.

A

ment. Again, this is not a new idea. However, the degree to which compre-

hensive assessment was conductedy documented, and used in planning interventions

has varied considerably. The proper role of IQ tests in the multifactored

assessment must be recognized. Areas often ignored in the pas, e.g., adaptive

behavior outside of school, primary language competence and 4ociocultural
*

background, should be a part of the assessment process. These newer areas o *f

assessment, along with the conventional areas, are important to better under-
--

standing of children. Fullet understanding can lead to better, more refine*

classification decisions and more effective interventions. ,

Finally, our understanding of nonbiased assessment and our ability to

implement these procedures will be enhanced if we view nonbiased assessment

as a process rather than a set of instruments. The process is oriented toward

insuring fairness and effectivdness of assessment and interventions for all

children. The process is appukpriate in all settings regardless of the

ethnic'ior racial composition of the student population. The nonbiased assess-
,

ment procesp is perhaps best illustrated by the series of questions developed

by ttie Northeast Regional Resource Center. A copy of this document is included

in an appendix., A .second guideline which follows was developed by a committee"
'appointed by the Idwa Department of tublic Instruction.,. Both documents are

1 .

attempts to identify key featu4es of a nonbiased(and.effective)`assessment

process.;
SEE
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APPENDIX A. GUADALIPE COURT DECISION

JERRY LEVINE
. .

DIRECTOR OF LITIGATION
MARICOPA COUNTY LEGAL AID' SOCIETY
P. 0. Box 3076
Tempe, Arizona 85281
(602) 966-1138
Attorney for Plaintiffs

STUART R. ABELSON
STAFF ATTORNEY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR

LAW AND EDUCATION
38 Kirkland Street
Cambiidge, Massa_ ube 02118
(617)-495-46664
Ca- counsel

IN THE UNITED STATES, DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT 'OF ARIZONA
0

GUADALUPE OgGANIZATION, et. al.,

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)

)

- vs -
)

TEML ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 3,)
et. al.,

).

)

Defendants. )

)

of.

NO. CIV 71-435 PHX.

STIPULATION
AND ORDER

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED by the' parties, through their

attorneys underigned,

1. .Thab,acting pufsuant to the Stipulation of September

9, 1971, certain of the parties to the above-captioned matter,
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to wit: -Pldintiffs' attorney and State Defendants, namely,

W. P. SHOFSTALL, Superintendent, Arizona Depaitment of Education

and Member, State Board of Education; DAVID WEISENBOPN, Presiderit.

State Board of Education; JOSEPH P. RALSTON, MAURICE A.'MAikS,

RICHARD L. HARRIS, Members, State Board of Education; DONALD M.

JOHNSON, State Director of Division of Special Education, through

their attorneys, have met in good faith negotiations Co resolve

the problems alleged in the Complaint and have developed addi-

IrtionaI and clarifytgfeguIations as are set forth below.

2. That the parties involved with the assistance of the

"Special Committee" established in accordance with the Stipu-

lation of Sep4mber 9, 1971, have arrived at interim regulations

and directives which became effeFtive December 20, 1971. (Said

interim regulations are stated in #4 below.);

3. That State Defendants agree that perm'anent regulations

which also have been developed by the method stated in #2 above

and which are hereinafter set forth in #5 below shall be imple-

mented ;long with all interim regulations and all Other regUla-

tions, addendums, nd directives currently in effect upon the

next publication of the dministrator's Guide which should be on

or about July 15, 1972;

4. That the interim regulations and directives mentioned

above are as follows:

r
;

As,
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A. Special education directive #1, Dedember '20, 1971.

"At the earliest practical moment, a reevaluation
will be completed, in accordance with the regula-
tions of,the TENTATIVE ADVaNISTRATOR'S GUIDE, Pro.-
grams for Exceptional Chidren, 1971=7, (and
adderidums to the guide), on all childen whose
primary language is determineda to be other than
Engltsh and who are presently enrolled in pro-
grams for the Educable Mentally Handicapped or
Trainable Mentally Handicapped in order to assure
appropriate placement."

B. Addendum to TENTATIVE ADMINISTRATORS GUIDE,
Programs for ExCeptiona1 Children, December 20, 1971.

VT
. . before a child is evaluated for placement

in a special education program, a determination
will be made as to whether his priMaty language is
other than English. Each school district shall
follow the,procedure developed,by'the Division of
Special Education to determine a Child's primary
language." Said guidelines for determining primary
language are onPage 1-of said addendum. "Theme: /

chief school administrator will attest.in writing
to the investigation, and determination of the
individual's primary' language prior to evaluation
of the student for special education. If a
child's primary language is determineeto be other
than English, a school district shall follow one
or more of the listed objectives for evaluating,
a child for possible placement'in a special
education program:

(a) Use a psychologist flulent 3n both the
child's primary language and English;

(b) Use an interpreter to assist the
psychologist both with language and
testing;

(c) Use test instruments which do not stress
spoken language and which are considered
valid and reliable performance measures
of intellectual functioning such as the
Wechsler Perfdrmance Scales.

1.

8
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3,4

. . . Each school district shall have results and
placement of child in special education explained 7
to parents in primary language of parents prior
to placement. All information regarding any
mentally handicapped status shall be privileged
and confidential;

5. That permanent regulations mentioned in #3bove are

as follows:

A. It is recommended that no child be placed in a `--

special education class for the educable mentally handicapped

tfka}he/she scores higher than two standard deviations below

the norm on'an approved verbal intelligence test in the- primary

language of the'home; cik (b) heAshe scores higher than two

standard- deviations below the norm on an ac roved Nonverbal ,

.intelligence test or on the nonverbal portion of an approved

intelligence test whichj.ncludes both verbal and nonv(.-bal

.portions given in the primary language of the home. In'telligence

tests shall not be either the exclusive or th-e primary screening

device in considering a 'child for placement in classes for the

handicapped.

B. No children shall be considered for placement in classes

for handicapped children unless an examination of developmental

history, cultural, background, and school achievement substantiates

other findings' of educational handicap% ThiS examination shall .

include estimates of adaptive'"behaykolr. Such examination of

c:i)1adaptive t! aVior shall include, but not 136 limited to, a visit,

with-the consent of the parent or guardian, to thechild's home
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n apptoprkaprofeksional advis4r who may be a physician,
.

.

psychologist,profesSional social- worker or 'sohool nurse, and'
-.

-.
, . ..,7

interviews of members of the child's family at their hoine. If. . - .

the lanpage,spokr,i6 the hoMe is other than English, such

interviews.shallpe conducted in the language of the hoffie,

0
C. Wherea school district enrolls any children of any

s,
raciAl lfilguistic or ethnic group in any.tiass foi- exceptional

children in substantially gr.eater or .lesser eercentages than the

perce es of sUch.racial Or linguistic or ethnic group in tee.

schdol populationof the district as a whole, 'such school district
, .

should be preparea.to offer a compelling educational justification

for, such disproportionate enrollment.

tk
D.'No d who ha,9 Rot been evaluated for. placement. in

*
accorande with/A.R.S. § 15-r013, the foregding regulations

shall be considered for placement in Classes f exceptional

Y

children, An the basis-of the evaluation c'ar'ried- out

"presCribed above,'proviiop for the child's educatidnal needs
1

..%

shall be madd.by the school Or. schools concerned. To the degree
, , 0. , ,

1

possible,tke child ,shall be accomodated within the regular class
.,,

..
.

,

system, with additionAtl.'provision,o4such special and/or ,

..,
. -.

S. co
'supportive services, is May' be required.

k

E: No childshall be,considered for plaCement in classes('
,
. a os

%-r'°..
... 9 . e

or
.

handicapged children unless the chief adhlinis.%eativdrofficial

,

of the school distriOt, or his dasiglOhave consulted, pribr to
.

0
.
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A.
placement, the folloWing_persons,pursuantio 15- 1015(B) and (D)

/

v.

(a) A.4arent or,pardian of the child.

(b) The schoal principal:
,

i' .

.

, ',
-

(c) A person responsible-for administering
or conducting speciiii eduGatiOn cotIrses
in the school or school 'clistri*ct..

,

' . y

(d) A teacher who currently kas been
instructing,the child.

.

i 4

.

('a)4i An appropriate professional 'adviser.

One representatiAle from each'of the above categories shall

meet together as an evaluation teem too view the evaluation

4

and placement of any, child considered for pqacement.in classes
4

for handicapped children. The evaluation tdam shall recommend-

an appropriate educational program for all children considered

for placement or placed in classes for exceptional children.

F. Parental approval, polesuant to § 15-1013(E),' mast be
1

obtained in writing prior to placementof any child in elapses

r
for handicapped children. Sall written permission shall be

obtained on a form written in English and the primary, language

o the home, if other English, and describing the nature

andcontent of special rograms offered, their prior effective-
o

mess in benefitting children there assigned, and the rate, -and

time of return of children to regular classes. Such form shall

',-

also contain notice in both English ancP'the primary language of

.the;home.of the right of the parent or guardian to reque4.t

ir
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,

review of the paaclMent once each semester pursuant to § 15-1014,

and thereafter,to withdraw consent for placement in classes for

exceptional children.'

G. All.comMunication with parents of children considered

for placement in.classes for handicapped children, whether

written or oral, shaIl.)a/In theYprimary,language of the home.

H. The parent or guardian (or his representative) of .a

child considdred for 'placement in classeS for exceptional children

shall have complete access to all school records. concerning'

__recits_t and shall receive _the.,full-Cooperati-on----4

of school officials in examining these record$ during regular

hs/her child upo

o 1 office hours.

I. All children whose primary language is detei-mined to

be. other than Ertglishk attending .Sr assigged to classes for he

educable mentany handicapped or the trainable mentally handi-,

1 ,
cappe t, the time of the adoption of ,these regulations'shall be

WI
,

reass gned to regular'classes'on or before pctober 1, 1973,
.

unless assignment under these regulations, has resulted in their- i

being assigned to an alternatilbe educational program.

J. Where an evaluation or reevaluation under these
..

, regulations re4eals that a .child has been misclassi.fied or

. misplaced ahandicapped chUd due to difficulty in writing,

,speaKvg or understanding the English language, the schodl,

district shall remove all indications of such misclassification
y 4.

C.) P...

At .

1.
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. .
. , ,

1
<

,

or Misplacement from the child's schobr't6cor4s and shall alSo
\

provide arl appropriate remedialitnstructlion. A

6. Thai the regulation's, dire tives and addendumg

mentioned in,13(above.are those An the 1971-72 edition of the
.. .-
,

.

Tentative Administrator's Guide which. thiS `Stipulation hereby
. .

incorporates by reference.

*7, It is understood that the final Wording of.the above

Stated .regulatibns shall be left to the discretion of theigtate

Board of Education and its represeiNatives. H er, it is
.,

further understood 'that the full intent of all the aforementioned
4.

regulations must hot be changed.

8. 'This agreement is tid should be. construed as full

settlement of any and all claims against the State Defendants

heretofore named

'9. :The parti 'es 'to this Stipulation agree that this-will in,'

no way affect any or all.tiaims which: he Plaintiffs hay(' and-,

4ich Said.Plaintiffs intend to prosecute against the County

'Defendants..

'

DATED, this -4.1ArT7 'day of January, 1972.
Ai( .

4

JERRY LEVINE'

gARICOPA COUNTY LEGAL AID SOCIETY
P. O. Box 3076
Tempe, Arizona 85281
Attorney for Plaintiffs'



APPENDIX B. EXCERPTS FROM 94-142
RULES AND REGULATIONS

istrieterrou m Evatua aunt Pam": items
1218.530 General.
(ts) Each State educational gene),

shall Insure that, each public egencY
establishes and implement& procedures
which meet the requirements of 41 121a.-
530- 121a.534.

(b) Testing and evaluation mAerials
and procedures used for the purposes of
evaluation and placement of handi-
capped children must be selected and
administered so as not to be racially or
culturally discriminatory.
(20 B.SC. 1412t5)(C).)

e§ 1213.531 Prepiaeement eanination.
Before any action Is taken wit re-

spect to the initial placement of a lanndi-
capped child in a special education pro-
gram, a full and individual evaluation
of the child's educational needs must be
conducted in accordance with the re-
quirenients of 4 121a.532.
(2017.8.C.1412(6) (C).) .

§ 121a.S32 Evaluaticm procedures. '-
State and local educational agetities

shall insure. at a minimum, that.
(a) Tests and other evaluation

materials:
(II. Are provided and administered in

the child's native language or other mode
of communication. unless It Is clearly not
feasible to do so:

(2) Have been validated for the sPe.attic purpose for which they arc used'and
(3) Are administered by trained per-

) son* in conformance with the instruc-tions prdvided by their.vroducer.
kb) Tests and other evaluatiomateri-

, sail include betase tailofed to assess spe-
cific areas of educational need and not
merely those which are designed to pro-

' vide a single general intelligence quo-
tient:

.

(c) Tests are selected and adminis-
tered so as best to ensure thi.when a
test is administered to a, child
Paired -sensory manual. o

with im-
peakingskills. the test' results urately re-flect the child r achievement

level or whate.ver other factor's the test
Purports to measure, rather, than reflect-
ing :hi child's impaired sensory, manual,
°es:pelting skills (except where those

Taken from Federal' Register,
August 23, 1977.

4,

skilLs are the factors which the test pur-
ports to measure) ;

(d) No single procedure is used as the
role criterion for determining anaappro-.
Pnate educational program for a child;
and

(e) The evaluatioails made by a mul-
tidisciplinary team or group of persons.
Including at least one teacher or other
specialist ith knowledge In the area of
suspected isabilitY.

if) Th child is assessed in all areas
related the su.spetted disability, In-
cluding, here appropriate, health. vi-
sion, 'hearing, social and emotional
status, general intelligence, academic
performance. communicative status, and
motor abilities.
(20 u s ea.412(S) (C) )

Comment Children who have a speech Im-
pairment as their primary, handicap may not
need a complete battery of assessments (e g .
psychological. physical, or adaptive be-
hAvlar) However, a qualified Ikricecnianguage
pathologist would (1) evaluate each speech
impaired child using procedures that are ap-
propriate f the.diaghoeis and appraisal of
spsech and la Inge also ers, and t 2) where
nedeg.sary, make rrals for additional lia
sessrnents needed to propriateplacement decision.
§ 121a.533 Placement procedure..

(a) In interpreting evaluation data
and in making placement decisions, each
public agency shall:

(1)' Draw upon information from a va-
riety of sources Including aptitude and
achievement teats, teacher recommenda-
tions physical Condition. social of cul-
tural background: and adaptive behavior:

(2) Insure that Information obtained
from an of these sources is documented
and carefully considered:

(3) Insure that the placement:decision
is tirade by a group of persons, including
Persons knewledgeable about the child.
the meaning of the evaluation data, and
thOplacement options; and

r4) Insure that the placement deci-
sion is made n't confofrpity with the least
rearIctive environment rules in' If 1421a a
5=a12Ia 554.

(b) 'fag, determination is made that
a child fallandlcapped and needsapecial
education and related services. an Indi-
vidualized education program must be
developed for the child in accordance
with 14 121a.340-121a 349 of Subpart C.
(20 17SC. 1412(5) (C): 1414(0(6)4

Comment. Paragraph (a) (I) Includeslist of examples of sources that may be usedby public agency In making placement de-cisions. The agency would not have to use allthe sources in every instance. The.point ofthe requirement is to insure that more than
one source Is used in interpreting evakluationdata and Inznaking placement eecisiorm For ,example, while alt of tho named sources wouldhave to be used for a child whose suspecteddisability Is mental rbtordattort, they would
not be necessary for certain other handicap-ped children. such as a child who has a le-re:s articulation disorder as his p.tirnsry
handicap. For such a child, the speech-Ian.
7uace patholoxisc, in comptysng with themultisouree requirement, might use (1) astandardized test of articulation, AAA (2) °h.--serration of the child's articulation behnviiirIn conversational speech.
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§ 12111.534 Reevaluation.'
Each State and local- educational

agency shall insure:
(a) That each handicapped chlld'a

dividualized education program is
viewed in accordaneeswith 11 121a 340
121a 34 of Subpart C. and

based
at an evaluation of the child.,Ibl
proaedures which meet the re-

quirei4Iits under 4121a.532; is, con-
ducted every three years or Tore fre-
quently if conditions warrant or if the
child's parent or teacher requests an
evaluation.
(20 1:1.9 C. 1412(5)(0.)

LEAST Rts2111CTIVZ ENVikorratZST

§ 1210.550 General.
(a) Each State edalatiOnal agency

shall insure that each public agenaY es-
tablishes and implements procedUres
which meet the requirements of if 121a.-
550-121a 558.

(b) Each public agency shall insure:
(1) That to the maximum extent ap-

propriate. handicapped children, Includ-
ing children In public or private institu-
tions or other care facilities, are edu-
cisted, with children who are not handi-
capped, and

(2) That special classes, separate
schooling or other removal of handi-
capped children from the regular edu-
cational environment occurs only when
the nature or severity of the handicap is
such that education In regular classes
'nth the use of supplementary aids and
services cannot,be

LT

achieved satisfactorily.
(20 Sc. 1412(8)03): 1414 to (1)(c) (ar) i

§ 121:1.531.) Continuum of elle rnati e
placements.

(a) Each public agency shall insure
that a continuum of alternative place=
merits is available to meet the needs of
handicapped children or special educa-
tion and related services

(b) The continuum required under
paragaph (a), of this section must

(1). Include 'the-alternative placements
listed in the definition of special edeca-

alen under t 121a 13 of &Avail A (in-sruction in regular classes, special
classes. special schools: ,horns Instuc-
tion, and in,struction in hospitals and
institutions). and

(2) Make provision for supplementary''
services (such as resource room or itin-
erant instruction) to be provided in con-
junction with regular. class placement.
(20 U.S C. 1112(6) (B).) .

§ 121a452 Placements.
Each public agency shed insure Iha(a) gach handicapped' child'A nCtibona! placement'
(1) Is determined it least annually.(2) is based on his or her individrmt-

teed education program, and ,
(3) Is ea close as possible to the child's

homlbe): The various alternative place-
.

ments pichicied under 4 121d 551 areavailable to the extelit necessary to Irrl- Ipiement the inctiviitualleed education
Program for each hanclicap,ned.e.411d;
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APPENDIX C. OUTLINE OF NONBIASED ASSESSMENT
'PROCEDURES DEVELOPED BY THE

.
NORTHEAST REGIONAL RESOURCE CATER

REFERRAL

Are the parents/guardians aware that a referral has been made
for their child, and by whom?

. .,

2. Is this child's

k
resenting voblem &early and precisely stated

on the referral?
,.

a. Does the referral include descriptive samples of behavior
rather than .opinions of the referrihg agent?

41e-

b. Is there supportive documentation of the problem?

3. Is the referral legiti te?

a

4 0

a. Does the referring agent have A history of over referral,
of children row certain cultural groups? ,

b. Could irrelevant p isonal characteristics (e.g. sex or
attractiveness) of he child have influenced the decision

4

to refer him?

rc

c. Could the'referring ag n
actions or expression d

40
cultural differences bet

t have misinierOeted this child's
to his lack of understanding of

een himself and the child? .

.4. Can the assessment team'provide th= referring agent with interim
recommendations that may eliminate he need. for § comprehensive

evaluation?

a. Is it possible that the curriculum being used assumes
that this' child has developed readinegs skills at hoNeN
that in reality he hasn't had the opportunity to develop?
If so, can the team assist the teachFr in planning a
program to'give'this child the opportuni t develop

readiness skills?

4

,:;

t
b. Can the ream provide informaition on the child's cultural

background for the referring agent so that there are
fewer misunderstandings between the referring agent and

this child and perhaps opler children of_similar cultural
bickground?
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11

/ .

5. Have I informed this child's parents/guardians in their primary
language of the referral?

a. Havefl explained the reason(s) f6r.the referral?

b. Have I discuss01 with.the parents what next step .

activities may be involved?

i e.g. professional evaluatiOns
- use of collected data
- design of .an individualized

educational plan, if necessary
,. ,

'

c. Have I discussed due process procedures with the
parents?

d. Do L have documented parental permission for the
evaluation ?,

f.,

Ha /e I asked Oat parents to actively participate in ,
all .phases of the assessment process?

I

:HaveA informed the parents of their right to
examine alj relevant records in regard te the'
identification, evaIuttion and,educatiorfal plan.
of their child?

MEETING THE CHID

1. What special,conditions abeut.t.his child do'I need to consider?

*,

a. What is the child's primary home langleage?

n.
,.

b.-

,

DO I know byyt the child's hone environmental factors?

e.g. - familial relptions.hipsiplacement

- social and cultural customs
. .

"

, ,

c. Do I understand, this child's culture and language,so

that I can..evoke a level of perfOrniance which accurate-

ly indicAlts the child's underlying competencie0o,

\-14 . ,

d. Is thischiid impeded by a handicap other than the

referral problem that may result in his not under-

standing what I am.talking about ?' t,

.41
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2. What special conditions aboutimyself do I need to consider2

a. How .do feel about this child?

b. Are-my values different from this child's?

c. ill my attitude unfairly affect this child's per-
,

f rmance? .

d. Can I

\evaluate this child fairly and without
prejudice?

e. If net, would I 'refer him to another assessor if
-one- Is -avail:an-ET

3. Have I examined closely all the available existing information
and sought additional information concerning this chi

,

? ti

a. Has the child's academic perforpance been con;
-sistent from year tooyear?,

.._ .,

b. Is there evidence in this chilesirecord that
performance was negatively or positiveoly affected
,by his classroom placement or teacher?

L

.

.
,

5, .

.

c, Are-his past lest scores consistent with his past0

class' performance.

V
.. .,

(

d. , A:171 I fathiliar with past.,test instruments used to
. evaluate this Cl]ild anal-sow well pan I rely on his ,

.. . to.

.
. prior test- scores? :

j
...

w

e. Have I csserved This chtd, in as'many environmentq
as possiblejindivid6a14 large group, small group,, .4"

play; home)? .

P.4

e. Am I making illegitimate4ssumptions abc16t this
child? e.g. Do I assume he s.peaki'and.reaS%
Spanish simply becausekke is 'Puerto Rican?,

eft

4

O

0,

,

,
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3. g. Have 1Vactively sough additional information 'on
non-school related variables that may have affqpted
this child's school performance?

e. health fAtors (adequate
family difficulties.

peer group pressures

sleep, food)

4.* Does this child' understand why he is in' the assessment sipation?

Have I tried to explain At his leyel of understanding
what the reasont.wer.e for his referral?

'b. Have I, given this child the opportunity to freely
express his perc,e0tions of "the problem "?

c: Have I "diaiViSs-arvIth the child what next step activi-
.

ties May be involved?

_ -

SELECTION OF APPROACH FOR ASSESSMENT

1. Have I considered what the best assessment approach is for this
child? t

a Considering,the reasons for referral, do I need to
utilize behavioral observations', interviews, informal
,techniques or standardized techniques or a combination
of the above?

'

116

b. Have I given as much thought to assessing this child's
adaptive behavior as I have to his atademic school
performance?

c. Are. the approaches I am considering consistent with the
ch,1.1cirs receptiv and expres'sive abilities?

'd. Am I placing'in overdependence on one technique and 'Ar

.overlooking oilhers that may be more appropriate? .

4 '

Have I achieved a formal and Informal

techniques in my selecti ?

0 ;7
.4.

4

4

.."-
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2. If I have selected to use standardized Instruments,have r
considered all of the ramifications?

0

V

a. Am I testing this child simply because 1'ye always
used tests in my, assessment procedure?

b. Am 'administering a particuliftr test simply because it
is part of THE BATTERY?

c. ,Am 1 administering a test because I have been direCtid
to,do so by the Administration?

Does: the instrument I've chosen include persons in the
standardization sample from this chi)d's cultural group?

e. Are subgroup scores reported in he manual?

11101F

f. Were there large enough nufebers of this child's
cultural group in the test sample for me to have
any reliance on, the norms?

B. Does'the'instrument "have selected assume a uni-
versal set of 'expeYiences for all children?.

h. Does the instrument selected contain illustration's
that are misleading and/or outdated? ,

i. Does the ,instrument selected employ vocabulary
that is colloquial, regional andior archaic?

J. Do I understand the theoittical basis of the instrument?

$
.

i4 .i k.. Will this instrument easily assist in delineating
a recommended course of action to benefit this child?

'

1. Have I reviewed current literature regarding this
instrument?

, 0

Have 1. reviewed cprrent research related ,Co potential
cultural influences on test results?,

\

4

)*)

I

ft
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TEST ADMINISTRATION

1. Are there factors (attitude, physical conditions) which support
. the need, to reschedule this child for evaluation at another time?

2. Could the physical' environment of the test setting adversely affect
this child's performance?

- room temperature
r noise

inad,equate space

poor lighting'

- furnishings inappropriate for
child's size

'3. Am I familiar ',with the test manual and have I followed its
--dir ctions?

4. Have I given this child cleaf'directiona? ;

a. If his native language is not English, have I
instructed him in his language?

,b. Ara. I sure that ..this child understands my
directions?

7)

Have I accurately"tecorded entire responses to test items, even- -
,though the child's answers may be incorrect, so that I might

. later consider them when interpreting his test scores?

6. Did I establish and maintain rapport with this child throughout
the evaluation session?

SCORING AND INTERPRETATION

1. Haye I examined 'each item missed by' this child rather than merely
l*okingat his total4tco.re?

a. Is there a pattern to the types of items this child
'missed?

4

b. Are the items misseefree of cultural bias?

c. If I omitted all.iems missed that are culturally
hiased,:would this child have performed significantly
better?

CY, t4r

43%
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2. Am I aware that I must consider 'other factors in the inter-

pretation of this child's scores?

1

a Have I considered the effect the child's attitude
and/or physical condition may have had on )Lis per-

formance?

b. Have I,considered the effect that the.child's lack
of rapport with me may have had on his performance?

c. Does my interpretation of this child's performance

include observations?

d. Do I realize that I should.report and. Interpret scores

within a range rather than as a number?
r'N.

3. What confidence do.I.have in this child's test scores?

a. Are test scores the most important aspect of this

child's evaluation?

WillI allow test scores t3 outweigh, my professional

.judgement about this child? '

CONSULTATION WITH TEAM MEMBERS AND OTHERS

Am I working as an integral member of a mult idisciplinary team

on behalf ofpthis child? 4

4
a. Hive I met with the team to shay my findings regarding.

this child?

a

b. Are other team member's evaluation' results in conflict

with mine?

c. Can I admits mydisciplinJ's limitations and seek assistance

from other team members?

d. *Do I willingly share my competencies and knowledge
with other team members for the benefit of this child?
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Has the team arrived at its conclusions as a result
of team conqensus or was our decisioh influenced by
the Rersonality and/or power of an individual team

member?

2. Is the multidisciplinary team aware of its limitations?

a. Are we aware of community resource personnel and agencies
that might assist us in developing an educationarylan

.for this child? Do we utilize such resources before,

Viduring,and after the,evaluation?

b. Do we on the team feel comforLalile in including this
child's parents in our discussions?

ASSESSMENT REPORT

. Is my report -clearly written and free o
easily understood by this child, his pa

jargon so that it can be

nts, and teachers?

2. Does my rebart answer the queStioni askedirkhe referral?

3. Are the recommendationsYI have made tealistic and practical for

the child, school, teacher and parents?

4. Have 1 provided alternative reccimmenda;ions?'

5. Have r included in my, report a description of any problems that

I encountered and the effects. of,such during the assessment

process?

INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN

1. Are we making this child fit into an established program or are

we developing an individualized educational plan appropriate for

this child?

a. Have we identified this child's strengths and weaknesses?

b. V we specified long range goals and immediate
objectives for this child?

c Are we willing to assist the teacher in implementing
this child's educational plan? _

To
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-t

d. Have we stated when and how this child's progress will
be evaluated And by whom?

FOLLOW UP

1. What are my responsibilities after we have written this child's
educational plan?

V

a. Have kdiscussed my findings and recommendatilons with
this ch11,4's parents and explainied their due process
rights? given the parent a written copy of
this child's educational plan ?.

b. Have I met with those working with this child to dis-
cuss the educatidnal plan and to assist them in
implementing its recommendations?

c. Have I Iliseussed my findings and recommendation's with this
child at his level of understanding?

't

d. Can.I help those working directly with the child to be- 4

come m6re familiar with this child's social and cultural
backgTound?

e: Have I sought this child's Parents'. permission for release
o'I any confidential materials,t6 other agencies and pro-
fessionals?

f. Pill I peripikcITTY,review this child 's educational plan -

in/regard to hi actual 14-Ogress sd that any necessary
changes can be .,e?

SOME F HTS

.t,-

. )-. I

1. Do I believe in the right to an appropriate education for
allyt;ildrn?

. ,
ri\

2. Would f be-jcomfortable if MY child,had been inyolved in
THIS assessment process? ,,

4

3. Is there a willingness and desire on My part to actively ,
participate ilif in-service activities that will lead to the
furthOr development of my _personal and rofsion'al growth?.

rir) 1

(

a

0

4'
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APPENDIX D.
1

DRAFT NO. 3'' -. . . ..

SPECIAL EDUCATION ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
#

.

. DPI Committee'on-Nonbiased Assessment
.

(Den Aeschly,',Georie Garcia, Jeff Grimes, Wilbur House, Merry Maitre': Pat O'RourU,..
,and Wayne Mooers)

I. .PROGRAMMING AND INTERVENTION IN THE ,REGULAR CLASSROOM.
-1

'r

A. Basic Principle: Prior to referral to speCial educhtion diagnostic services,
solutions to classroom learning and adjustment problems should be attempted
in the regular classroom.

B. Basic Principle: Various resource personnel, e.g., remedial reading specialists,
curriculum consultants, counselors, psychologists, speech clinicians and social '

workers, should be available to assist teachers in developing educational
procedures for meeting the child's needs in the regular classroom. ---

Considerations: .1. Are specially trained personnel available to assist
classroom teachers and do these personnel yrovide
assistance to teachers in developing alternative
procedures-in the regular classroom?

2. What.changes are made in the regular classroom
programs in order to serve children with diverse

ibackgrounds,and diverse characteristics?

. 3. What alternative materials apd approaches, in-
,

dePendent of pperial'education, exist and have
been attempted for children with_learning and
adjustment problems?

, .

4. In cases, referred to special education services
what evidence' exists to confirm that attempts%
were made to solve the problemithin the regbfar
classroom? Wire special perSonnel involved? Was
an organized plan developed? Wa the plan implementeC
Was the plan given suffi,cient.time to be successful?

5. Were efforts made, to inform parents of the problem
and attempted solutions, and were parents given,an .
'opportunity to contribute to solutions attempted in the ,

regular classroom?

II. SCRFENING AND REFEREAL PHASE.

A. Basic Principle: Prior to formal diagnostic procedures, adequate information
should be obtained which establishes the nature and extent of deviation froth
reasonable expectations.

'This doCument reflects the curreht thinking of the committee. The
document has not been approved officially by any division of DPI,
and may be changed as a.result of discussions with DPI and AEA

. personnel.
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Considerations:' 1. Is the concern related to classroom learning or
adjustment stated or 'restaced specifically in
-behavioral terms rather than in terms of a
special education category9,

1

2. .Is the concern related to current classroom learning
or adjustment supported and illustrated by descrip
tive samples of behaviors?

31 Is consideration given to and evidence provided
concerning the child's strengths within school
and in other situdrions?

Are other sources of information considered systematically?
Is this information consistenn(or inconsistent with the
referral? Other sources of information should include
the educational history (evaluatiOns by previous teachers,
previous educational methods and materials used, previous
grades), achievement test scores, previous evaluations
by support personnel, previous and current social and
emotional patterns of behavior, etc:

5. Do the above sources of information confirm the-
need for consideration of special education alternatives
or does the information suggest that solutions should
be attempted within the regular classroom?

B. Basic Principle: Parental involvement shall be obtained in all phases of

'referral, evaluation, aria placement. Informed consent and due process
procedures should be initiated early and followed throughout. (See Iowa

DPI Special Education Rules and Regulations for description of procedures.)

/

Considerations: 1. ,Are parents informed of the reasons for the referral
in precise, meaningful language?

2. Have all communications bee in the primary language

of the. home?

4. Are parents provided with inforMat n concerning
the activities.and kind of decisions anticipated in
evaluation and staffing along with estilpates of
time required, and specification of pertonnel

1\responsible?

3. Does the school use a verity of means to solicit
active parental participation in all phases of
evaluation and staffing? Are parents informed of
their rights to examine all relev t records?

Q

0

4
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III. EVALUATION

Basic Principle: The evaluation of children referred for special education

services should be conducted by a' multidisciplinary team.

Considerations: 1. Is ,someone assigned theresponsibility of coordinating
the work of the team members including, a) evaluating
the referral, b) determining the kind,of information
needed, c) assigning appropriately trained personnel
to collect the data, d) facilitating communication
among the team members?

. .

2 Are interim procedures established, for assisting
the child and classroom teacher while the evaluation
and staffing are conducted?

B. Basic Principle: Mult,ifactored Assessment. Children should be assessed

in all aregsrelated to the suspected handicap including where appropriate
health, vision, hearing, adaptive behavior, sociocultural background, emotional
status, academic performance, aptitude (intelligence), language,
and psychomotor. No single procedure such as IQ test results is used

as the primary source of information, and the assessment procedures are

,used Ao identify areas of special educational needs. "Testing and evaluation

materials and procedures used for the purposes of evaluation and placement
of handicapped children must be selected and administered so as not to be

racially or culturally discriminatory:: (Public Law 94-142, Section 121a

530, Part b.)

Considera tions: 1. Situational Assessment. Is an assessmen of the

school or classroom environment conduct which

includes a behavioral definition of th referral

problems? Are data collected on the frequency
and magnitude of the problem(s), and a study
made of the anticedent, situational, and
consequent .conditions related to the problem?

2. Health History: Ar ata collected on physic N./

health conditions which may be related to the
learning problet? This information would include
factors such as developmental history, disease
and injury data sensory status, medications(s)
used, and nuitrution? ,

3. Personal and Social Adjustment. Is pel-senal and .

social adjustment (adaptive behaviors) in qie home;'
neighborhood, and broader community evaluation using'
formal and informal data collection procedures?

4. Personal and Social Adjustment. Is personal and
social adjustment (adaptive behaviors) in the school
setting evaluated with formal,and informal data
collection procedures?
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. Considerations: 1: What evidence exists which documents the consideration
of a broad variety of information, including both
strengths and deficits, in-determining edudational

/
needs and selection of placement options?

I

2. Does the determination of education needs and selection
of pladement option include.the contributions of relevant
professional personnel and'Aparente?

3. Are current educhtional status and educational needs
stated precisely and supported by data?

4. Are alternative options considered for meeting these
needs including regular edUation with or without
.support services?

5. Are special education eligibility recommendations made,
in conformance' with the criteria for primary handicapping
condition as defined in the Department of Public
Instruction Special Education Rules and Regulations?

6. In making the special education eligibility recommendations,
did the multidisciplinary team consider a broad
variety of information including adaptive behavior
and sociocultural background? How did this information
influence the recommendations concerning goals for
intervention and placement option?

7.' Are a variety of program options considered in view
of the information from the multifac3ored assessment?
For example, using information on adaptive behavior
outside of school to choose between special classes
and rksource optidns for mild or minimal mental
disabi 'ties?

8. Whatatvidence supports the choice of program option as an

appropriate alternative or meeting the child's needs?

9. Is an interim plan dOeloped and implemented to assist
the child in the regular classroom until the placement
recommendations/are carried out?

10. Do the special education personnel inform parents
of the primary handicapping condition (If any) and
explain the full range of available alternatives for
meeting the child's needs?

10L

_/*
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1.' What evidence exists which documents the consideration
of a broad variety of information, including both
strengths and deficits, in'deeermining edudational

/
needs and selection of placement options?

,

2. Does the determination of education needs and selection

, of pladement option include.the contributions of relevant
professional personnel andiparente?

r

3. Are current educ'ational status and educational needs
stated precisely and supported by data?

4. Are alternative options considered for meeting these
needs including; regular eduCation with or without

.support services?

5. Are special education eligibility recommendations made,
in conformance with the criteria for primary handicapping
condition as defined in the Department of Public
Instruction Special Education Rules and Regulations?

6. In making the special education eligibility recommendations,
did the multidisciplinary team consider a broad
variety of information including adaptive behavior
and sociocultural background? How did this information

influence the recommendations concerning goals for
intervention and placement option?

7. Are a variety of program options considered in view
of the information from the multifaqored assessment?
For example, using information on adaptive behavior
outside of school to choose between special classes
and rkeource optidhs for mild or minimal mental
disabilities?

8. Whalavidence supports the choice of program option as an

appropriate alternative or meeting the child's needs?

9. Is an interim plan d eloped and implemented to assist

the child in the r ular classroom until the placement
recommendations/ate carried out?

10. Do the special education personnel inform parents
of the primary handicapping condition (If any) and
explain the full range of available alternatives for
meeting the child's needs?

10
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'Do parents contribu e to decisions concerning the
objectives,t4 speci education servi9es and t9 choices
concerning type of s scial education service selected.

12. Are there provisions fob members of the multidisciplinary
t staffing team to express opinions Which disagree with the

}decision of the majority? Are the dissenting opinions
in written form expresSing the reasons for disagreement?

ob.

Ist ti


